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Poster boys: eager campaigners scrounge for open space as election time begins again for
WLUSU/W.USP candidates. Students will go to the polls February 10th.
Desbarats lectures at WLU
JOSHUA MARSHALL
Cord News
On Thursday January 22nd, Peter
Desbarats gave a lecture regarding
the Somalia inquiry.
Desbarats was one of three
members of the commission that
conducted the public inquiry, which
was canceled by the Canadian gov-
ernment early in 1997.
Desbarats remembered what he
thought when he heard of the can-
cellation: "so this is what it feels like
when raw political power is used
against you."
Entitled Look Back In Anger,
Desbarats' lecture was meant to
inform the public of the very real
ramifications that the cancellation
ofthe inquiry represents.
"If governments are free to ter-
minate public inquiries, they will
become useless to governments
themselves," explained Desbarats.
The Somalia inquiry was com-
missioned to investigate the events
and cover-up surrounding the tor-
ture and murder of Somalians by
members of the Canadian
Peacekeeping Forces.
Desbarats was chosen, along
with two judges, to be a part of the
commission which would conduct
the public inquiry.
The government also assigned a
Somalia Liaison Inquiry Team,
which Desbarats claims was an
attempt to control the flow of infor-
mation from the start.
As early as November 1996,
Defense Minister Doug Young
emphasized the importance of end-
ing the inquiry.
According to Desbarats, this
was an attempt to prevent embar-
rassment, particularly in light of the
impending election.
Desbarats was critical of the
media and the general public, say-
ing that the lack ofreaction encour-
aged the cancellation.
In the history of public inquiries,
the Somalia inquiry is the only one
to be terminated prematurely.
Desbarats repeatedly comment-
ed that he could not believe that it
happened and that Canadians put
up with it.
He added that he didn't think
this would have happened in
America.
"When the time came to react,"
he said, "Canadians didn't react."
Desbarats called the reasons
which the government and the
court gave for the termination non-
sensical.
"The government implied that
the inquiry was being mismanaged,
was too expen-
sive, and was
taking too long,"
said Desbarats.
However,
Judge Sandra
Simpson found
that the commis-
sion worked sys-
tematically and
diligently and
also said the
How'd they
do that?
Men's Hockey team upsets third
ranked team in Canada on home ice
WESLEY HORLINGS
Cord Sports
The Golden Hawk Men's Hockey
team came into last week on a high
note riding a two game unbeaten
streak, their longest of the season.
However, they faced a monumental
task as both the Western Mustangs
on Wednesday, and the Windsor
Lancers on Saturday came to town.
Although the two game unbeat-
en streak ended with a 5-3 loss at
the hands of the Western Mustangs,
Saturday's game against the
Lancers turned out to be the high-
light of the season thus far.
Windsor came to town twenty
one points ahead of the Hawks in
the standings, having lost only one
game all season.
Head Coach Wayne Gowing
handed goaltender Frank Ivankovic
the unenviable task of shutting
down the high powered Windsor
offense after his solid performance
against the Mustangs.
This strategy seemed to pay off
as a fired up Hawk squad took the
ice and the lead by scoring early.
The quick marker came on the
power play, as Dave Kline stroked
one home just before the two-
minute mark.
With that it was evident that the
Hawks were looking for redemption
after Wednesday's dismal perfor-
mance.
"We came ready to play," noted
Gowing "And we did so for the
entire game."
In the second period with the
Hawks controlling the pace, the visi-
tors looked very frustrated, and it
began to show with some unorga-
nized and undisciplined play.
With Ivankovic holding down
the fort it seemed that the only way
for Windsor to get one on this night
was to have a little divine interven-
tion and, unfortunately, the Lancers
got it.
They tied it at one on an unusual
bounce off of the boards when
Ivankovic had gone to play behind
the net, only the puck never got
there and ended up behind the goal
line.
The Hawks shook off the goal
and continued to pressure the
Lancers in their zone.
Some hard-nosed play allowed
the Hawks to reclaim the lead off of
a Jeff Ambrosio goal and with Bob
McQuat and Chad Brezynskie get-
ting their second helpers of the
night.
Laurier couldn't hold the lead
though, as the visitors took a 3-2
lead to the second intermission.
Coach Cowing had a smile on
his face as his boys came up big in
the third and with only twenty-five
ticks off the clock the Hawks tied it
at three.
"We knew we were very much
in the game going into the third,"
added the coach whose team beat
Windsor for the first time in three
seasons "The boys were fired up
and it showed."
With the tying goal, the flood
gates opened as Kearns scored his
second in many games to give the
Hawks a lead they would not relin-
quish.
Lance Woods followed Kearns'
lead with a power play goal of his
own and the Hawks lead 4-2.
This only seemed to anger the
Lancers but fortunately, Ivankovic
was more than up to the challenge,
as he stood on his head to keep the
puck out of the net when the
defense hung him out to dry.
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News Bites
166% return
on stocks
Tyler Homain and Danielle
Samson, British Columbia high
sch<x>l students, took first place in
the Laurier stock market compe-
tition with a 166 per cent return
on their $100,(XX) investment
The pair won the 12 week
competition by purchasing
options on stocks they felt would
go down and stilling them at a
fixed prize. Laurier presents the
national winners with prizes that
include $500, a trophy for the
school, and a $1000 scholarship.
Close t<-> 900 teams involv ing over
4,200 students competed this
year.
Aid for storm
victims
A cheque for $1500 was present-
ed to the Mennonite Central
Committee by Andrew Telegdi,
MP. for Kitchener-Waterloo. 'Hie
money is to assist storm victims in
Ontario and Quebec on behalf of
the United Canada Committee,
Kitchener-Waterl< x >.
Heather Baker, chair of the
committee, says "Canadian unity
Ls based upon our sense of com-
munity, and die : ! expres-
sion of real community is a will-
ingness to share resources in
times of need."
White Cane
Week
Special events ranging from pup-
pet shows to guided tours will be-
held across Canada February Ist
through 7th to mark White Cane
Week.
The Canadian National
institute For the Blind and the
Canadian Council of the Blind
launched the 51st annual event to
raise awareness about the signifi-
cance ofthe white cane.
In 1921, English photographer
James Biggs began using a white
cane to alert local residents to his
blindness. In 1931,the lion's Qub
International adopted the promo*
tion of white canes for blind peo-
ple to increase their visibility to
motorists and pedestrians.
Assistant VP
appointed
As of January 19th, Philip H.
Wong is Laurier's new Assistant
Vice-President: Human Re-
sources. Wong was hired because
of his significant experience in
changing environments.
"At a time when post sec-
ondary education is undergoing
significant change," said
Armstrong. "Philip Wong's record
of successful change manage-
ment will benefit Laurler. He
shares our belief that we must
invest in human resources by
connecting the workplace with
Individual aspirations and abili-
ties;'
CORD NEWS
BOD addresses election fever
Booth set up to answer voter questions
RICHELLE READ
Cord News
It is election time again and the
WLUSU Board of Directors [BOD] is
out in full force to answer your
questions.
The first two booths, of a three
part information series, were held
Monday, January 26 and Tuesday,
January 27 in the Fred Nichols
Campus Centre.
The third and final booth in this
series will be held on Monday,
February 2, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
in the Concourse.
This series of information booths
is part of the BODs "Be an informed
voter" campaign. The motive for the
booths is to promote interest in the
upcoming General Elections for
positions in WLUSU and WLUSP.
Biyan McCourt, a 97/98 BOD mem-
ber, said that the purpose is to allow
students to make "an educated
vote."
As with the BOD booth last
semester, there is a book for stu-
dents with questions to sign so that
the Board will be able to determine
the interests and the response of the
student body As of noon Tuesday,
40 students had visited the booth
and asked questions of the Board
members.
Amy Gilgan, a first-year General
Arts student, questioned the BOD
members about what it is that the
BOD does. They "answered really
well," said Gilgan, "they explained
everything about the BOD."
There is hope that following the
election campaign's official start
Tuesday January 27th, students will
have more questions that the BOD
will be able to answer; "questions
about who is running and why"
stated Alia Ahmed, another BOD
member.
In conjunction with this series of
BOD information booths the
Directors will be accompanying
Presidential candidates on the "FYC
[First Year Council] get involved
tour."
This tour involves the First Year
Council and is designed to introduce
First Year students to the Student
Union and to inform them about the
election.
"The First Year Council Tour is
an election promotion tour," said
Ahmed. "Its purpose is to get first
years involved with the Students'
Union."
The tour is organized by first
year students on the Council. They
will explain to their fellow students
the opportunities they have to get
involved at Laurier - from being an
Ice Breaker to volunteering with the
Peer Help line.
The tour will be visiting the vari-
ous residences from February 2nd
to the 4th.
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Notice the thoughtfulness of the question exhibited by the hand
touching the chin. The BOD booth hopes for more of the same.
Senate considers altruism
JAMES MUIR
Cord News
The Laurier Senate met for two and
a half hours last Wednesday
evening.
University President, Dr.
Rosehart, reported on the resump-
tion of a yearly undergraduate cal-
endar, instead of the current two
year model. The two year calendar
was part of a four year experiment
designed to save the university
approximately $25,000.
Curriculum
changes, coupled
with the obligatory
production of a cal-
endar addendum,
forced the universi-
ty to terminate the
experiment and
return to the publi-
cation of an annual
undergraduate cal-
endar.
A discussion
paper will be
released later this
month updating the
community with
regards to the uni-
versity planning
process. The man-
date for the plan-
ning committee is
to design a plan for the next 5 - 10
years. Still in preparatory stages,
the committee is concerned with
issues like the university's eventual
size.
A preliminary three-year budget
model will be released this week.
The model is still quite malleable
and incorporates information
gleaned from pre-budget consulta-
tions.
Rosehart also updated the
Senate on recent changes to univer-
sity funding. The government has
Teaching
evaluation
forms are
currently
under
scrutiny
by an
investigative
committee.
frozen operating funds for a year
and lumped university funding in
with student loan monies. There
has also been discussion about de-
regulating certain graduate and
undergraduate programs.
Dr. Smith's academic report
included discussion of teaching eval-
uation forms [TEFs]. The TEFs are
currently under scrutiny by an
investigative committee charged
with determining their effectiveness.
A report is forthcom-
ing.
When asked
about the commit-
tee's ideological
direction, repre-
sentative Michael
Moore listed some
ideas. The results
of the forms could
be published an-
nually and/or used
to promote in-
structors on the
basis of teaching
performance. It
was also felt that
special attention
should be given to
the status of the
course as it relates
to the student's
major.
The Senate then engaged in a
lengthy discussion on undergradu-
ate admission criteria and proce-
dures. During this broad discussion,
marks and the university's supple-
mental applicant background sum-
mary [ABS] were under the micro-
scope. Due to a lack of uniformity in
teaching and curriculum, some
Senators voiced opposition to the
university's reverence of percent-
ages as indicative of the intellectual
quality of entering students.
Others debated the merits of the
ABS, which allows students who
fail to meet admission criteria to
state their case.
Arguments against the ABS cited
a glaring lack of veracity where
statements made by applicants can-
not be conclusively verified, their
subjective nature, and the time con-
sumed by reading approximately
2800 ofthem.
Arguments for the forms includ-
ed the altruistic presentation of the
university as a benevolent organiza-
tion willing to look past the marks
and see the person.
Concluding the exhaustive
debate was the sobering realization
that marks, and marks alone,
remain the most consistent and
authoritative indicator of an appli-
Laurier fifth at UBG
BETH MULLEN
Cord News
As defending Spirit Cup
Champions, Laurier was once
again well represented, with 46
Business and Economics students
participating in the recent
Undergraduate Business Gaines
{ÜBG) held at Concordia
University in Montreal
"Between the partying, the
spirit and.the great attitudes, I
thoroughly enjoyed the event.
There is so much to say that I
hardly know where to start," says
Brad Dickie, a second year
Economics participant
The events, which ran from
January 15th to 18th, attracted
900 university students from
across the country to compete in a
series ofoutdoor activities such as
Snow Baseball, Football, and
Ultimate Frisbee. There were also
business oriented events, such as
University Feud, Business Taboo,
and Jeopardy.
Andrew McCartney, WLU
team leader along with Don
Wales, says that the event was
aimed at providingan opportunity
for top business students from
across Canada to interact with
each other in a social, but compel-
itive atmosphere. The ÜBG Is to be
considered an ideal outlet for par-
ticipants to show pride for their
school while meeting others who
share similar academic and extra-
curricular interests.
"Laurier displayed spirit on a
level equal to that only seen dur-
ing Frosh Week," says McCartney.
"As the team known to have set
the spirit standards every year, we
are more than happy to have
placed fifth among strong compe-
tition from the likes ofOttawa and
Laurentian Universities."
Rob IVfcKnahh, a first year
team member, says, "despite the
lack of sleep, it was an amazing
time." McKnabb intends to apply
to participate in the future
because the event was "most defi-
nltefy the highlight ofmy first year
at university."
Vanessa Koechlin, a second
year student feels that such an
important event is under-publi-
cized. Koechlin also feels that the
games are an effective way of
erasing the typical stereotype of
most business students. In her
eyes the event cam be described
as, "a bunch of sleep deprived
Icebreakers having an incredible
time."
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Something new in store for the Union
JOSHUA MARSHALL
Cord News
The Students' Union, as a stop
gap solution to an unexpected
rental vacancy, recently introduced
a new WLUSU-specific clothing
store to the Terrace.
"I wonder why Laurier needs
another store," said Maureen
Sainsbury, a Communications
Studies major, referring to the new
WLUSU Clothing Co.
Other students expressed a simi-
lar attitude toward the new store.
Business major Jamie Drury asks:
"Why would 1 want to wear WLUSU
wear instead ofLaurier wear?"
"I support the Students' Union
through WOPs, I don't need to buy
their shirts," says Political Science
major Chris Hill.
Christine Teslak, a Political
Science major with the administra-
tion option and an employee at the
store, believes that the store "has
what students want." Students can
decide what goes on the shelves and
may even design products them-
selves.
Linda Lippert, retail operations
supervisor for the Students' Union
and manager of WLUSU Clothing
Co., insists that
it is not just
another store.
They offer
Wilf's and
Turret wear
and their cloth-
ing bears the
Students' Union
Hawk logo,
products that
are not avail-
able anywhere
else.
WLU S U
President, Stew
Wong, believes
that the store
will help to ful-
fill a need for
school spirit and
spirit in the
Students' Union in particular. Wong
also believes that the new store has
the tools to compete, but does not
expect to put Purple & Gold out of
business.
"They've been around longer
and have established a name," says
Wong.
The store has only been in plan-
ning since December Ist, when the
Students' Union received word that
the Red Deer Clothing Co. would not
return. WLUSU quickly created a
business plan which was approved
by the Board of Directors.
"The store was approved easily,"
says Lippert. Rent money from Red
Deer had been budgeted in and the
new store presented a way of cut-
ting the losses. Red Deer gave the
Union a 60/40
split on
clothes, which
made the new
store finan-
cially possible,
and the space
was already
set up for
clothing retail.
Wong says
that he cannot
guess if the
store will
make much
profit, but that
they are
"expecting to
hold [their]
own," mean-
ing they hope to
break even.
"Whether the store makes no
money or lots, it is a learning expe-
rience," adds Wong.
"I'm not sure we want to com-
pete," explains Lippert. "Purple &
Gold has the rights to their own
clothes and logo. We have some dif-
ferent clothes and the Students'
Union logo."
The store does, however, pro-
mote features which Purple & Gold
does not have. "We offer custom
orders to individuals, which include
colour changes and names on mer-
chandise. I believe Purple & Gold
only does custom ordering for
groups."
Another product which Purple &
Gold does not have, but the WLUSU
store does, is a shirt designed by
Monica Virtue. It features the
Western mascot in a compromising
position and the caption "Western
goes down." "They wanted a shirt
too vulgar for Purple & Gold,"
explains Virtue. "It adds a little fun
and humor to the rivalry."
The company may soon carry
Upper Canada Brewery clothing
and apparel as well.
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New shop for tops: WLUSU venture a quick fix to prevent a loss.
Board Report
WLUSU: A marathon of departmental reports
JAMES MUIR
Cord News
The WLUSU BOD met last Thursday
for an exhaustive 135 minute meet-
ing which included lengthy reports
from the President and all of the Vice
Presidents.
Stewart Wong's Presidential
report included discussion of an
exclusive soft drink contract for the
university. Information is currently
being gathered by an intermediary
organization, but Wong outlined
some pros and cons of the possible
deal. The initiative could generate
revenues in excess of $1 million, but
price gouging and ethical concerns
over commercialization could scuttle
any agreement.
Wilfs comment cards were also
examined. Results of the informal
survey cards show that food prepa-
ration is generally thought to be
good, but table checks performed by
staff need improvement.
Wong also assured the BOD that
the long-awaited Orientation Week
video would be on sale as of Monday,
January 26th. Concerns over content
had delayed the sale on two previous
occasions, but those problems have
been rectified.
Renee Pelletiers Student Services
report included recent BACCHUS
volunteer training. In an effort to
become more of a presence on cam-
pus, volunteers participated in ses-
sions designed to help them deal
with problems like alcoholism.
Pelletier also gave the BOD a
quick update concerning Legal
Resource's lease information ses-
sions, Peer I lelp Line's suicide inter-
vention training, and the upcoming
Matchmaker Party.
VP: Student Activities, Julie
McCallum, announced that the
Shinerama cheque was finally cut.
Proceeds from the raffle and
Shinerama itself amounted to $50,
462 — all ofwhich will go to charity.
Upcoming BSA events include an
intimate afternoon with Dayna
Manning in YYilfs and the return of
X-rated hypnotist, Tony Lee.
Gareth Cunningham's Finance
report was highlighted by the poor
performance of WilFs and the mone-
tary success of the Turret. Staff and
food expenditures account for Wilfs
deficit which is easily absorbed by its
upstairs neighbour.
Meaghan Brown, VP: University
Affairs, stated that she had been cho-
sen to sit on the hiring committee
responsible for filling the vacancy left
by out-going executive director of
OUSA, Barry McCarten. In other
OUSA news, U ofT has petitioned to
become an associate member of the
association, while Brock and
Windsor are holding referendums on
whether or not to become full mem-
bers.
Brown also assured the BOD that
OUSA is fighting the tuition hike with
a vigorous campaign of letters, arti-
cles, pamphlets, press releases, and
meetings.
CORDNEWS
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commission was not, in feet, tak-
ing too long.
In the end, the government
won, and left Desbarats feeling
victimized by "unbridled govern-
mentpower"
He commented that he used to
have wide optimism for Canada,
and used to think Canadians were
"a little better" and "more caring,"
but now thinks he was naive.
He also warned that other
Canadians will experience the
same political abuse that he has.
Bag O' Crime
A bunch of thieving hooligans
Theft Under $5000
Jan. 15 - Jan. 20
Person(s) unknown removed a hard
drive from a computer in the
Geography lab.
Mischief
Thurs. Jan. 22
Two custodial staff members report-
ed windshield wipers had been
ripped from their vehicles while
they were parked in lot 14.
False Fire Alarm
1720 hrs., Thurs. Jan. 22
A student observed an unidentifi-
able female activate the pull station
at the Athletic Complex. Officers
searched for this person but were
unable to locate her.
Theft of Motor Vehicle
1900 hrs., Thurs. Jan. 22 - 0045
hrs., Fri. Jan. 23
A WLU studentreported the theft of
his vehicle from parking lot 3. The
vehicle was later recovered in the
Hamilton area.
Assault
0030 hrs., Sat. Jan. 24
An altercation between two males
at the Turret resulted in one of them
being punched in the nose.
Investigation continues.
Theft Under $5000
0120 hrs., Sat. Jan. 24
A report was received that a male
suspect grabbed a handful of
scratch and win tickets from a
Molson Canadian promotion booth
at the Hirret. The matter is under
investigation.
Desbarats
lectures on
Somalia
Ocmtiiiued from cover
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volunteers of the month
(& Other Accolades)
I would love to take this opportunity to ask that you recognize the ■PjBMHpi^PHHPRH6P|HPPB^pPH^BBffipNV|
tremendous strides made by the "New Video Production Department". Anthony has
developed a strong team which started from an application pool of two. His team has
produced the first ever major video production within the Marketing Department -
the Orientation Week Video. The Freedom of Speech booth was sponsored by
Labatt's night of"Return to Frosh" and saw more action in one single night than it had
in full academic terms! Kudos, and more success! /filrfffl
iTOinifMrwrnnis TOwW
Congrats to January's Volunteer of the Month, Kim Giles, who is our {.&J
beloved Winter CarnivalCo-ordinator!! Kimmy has been working her heart out over \^yj^
the past months to bring you the ultimate adrenaline rush... Winter Carnival, which is OVER $50KRAISEDFOR CF THROUGH SHINERAMA!!!
taking place as you read this!! Ifyou see her kicking around this week, make sure to Well, all of the expenses have finally been wrapped up and we are in the
thank her forall ofher dedication and committment to this event. midst of cutting a cheque for money raised in Orientation Week's Shinerama!! A big
Congratulations to Jen Allchin and the HR Committee for a fantastic thank y°u to shinerama co-ordinators Michele MacGregor and Chetan Bhanot for
Volunteer Fair this Week! as as commitment from all of the Head Ice, Orientation
Committee, Shinerama Committee... and last but not least... the first year students!!
mmmm The final donation is a whopping $50,462!!!
Tutorial Services is looking to hire tutors! To apply, you must:
IMlMMtli ©IF MW itSOTik?
be in 2nd year orabove Why not test your skills in a Mock LSAT? Legal Resources is holding a
have a minimum B+grade in course to tutor Mock LSAT on January 31st in room 4-205 at 9 am in the Alvin Woods Building.
> submit an official grade report or transcript Remember, it doesn't count, so why not try your luck? For more information, please
call 884-1970,ext. 3440.
You may apply to tutor any Laurier course, however, there is currently the
greatest demand for: BUI2I, 8U275, BU 393, EC 140, EC26O, EC29O, EC295,
MA 130. For further details, come to our Office Hours in the WLUSU office on Health & Fitness Day I
Application Forms are available in the WLUSU Office.
ni°nstrations
ate t\ess v
CONCERNS ABOUT TUITION? L°tS ofFree stuff
Come Talk! WLUSU will provide you with any information you need! February 3rd, 1998
it ... ?r
- n • ,i r- n-r PLEASE!! Don't Be Like Mike!Health & Finess Day in the Concourse (Feb 3) WLUSU VP Marketing Mike Keriakos
L.U.C.K. McDonald's Takeover (Feb3) Chowing Down
LSFL McDonald's Reading Circle (Feb 1, 2-4 pm)
This is a paid advertisement
CORD INTERNATIONAL
AIESEC celebrates forty years
MANISHA TOPIWALA
Cord International
Over 300 students from across
Canada had a "rockin' good time"
at AIESEC Canada's 40th National
Congress in Calgary.
Some of the most dedicated,
enthusiastic people who are inter-
ested in bridging the gap between
national borders were in atten-
dance.
The five day event, taking place
January Ist to sth, was a learning,
brain storming, challenging, social-
izing, chanting, singing, dancing,
and bringing-the-house-down time.
AIESEC, pronounced "Isaac," is
a French acronym. Translated, it
stands for International Association
for Students of Economics and
Commerce. Since its inception,
however, the organization has
enlarged its focus to become a gen-
eral international student exchange
program.
For those of you that didn't catch
Corona Fontana-Amaldi's article in
The Atrium, Corona is a 1996 BBA
graduate from Laurier, working in
Hamburg, Germany on an
International Traineeship Exchange
Program through AIESEC. She
actively participated in marketing
AIESEC in Waterloo for four years
and is now an experienced
AIESECer.
Conversely, I am on the other
end of the axis. I joined AIESEC a
few months ago and had the oppor-
tunity of attending the National
Congress.
With no previous AIESEC expe-
rience and a vague idea of its work,
I joined with what counted most: an
open mind.
An open mind was the only
common link among the 300
Canadian delegates and the dele-
gates from around the world.
We all came with different expe-
riences, different cultural back-
grounds, and different stories to tell.
For me, the conference served
as a mechanism to explore and
understand the uniqueness of all
the individuals.
Other constructive action that
took place included the election of
the National Committee President,
speeches by Alberta Premier Ralph
Klein and President of CGA Canada
Guy Legault, and training for mar-
keting, presentation and manage-
ment skills. The conference provid-
ed a platform for the exchange of
ideas, allowing us to perfect those
ideas which had been successful in
the past and to learn from those
ideas which did not turn out as
planned.
I invite you to the upcoming
AIESEC conferences to experience
the exhileration.
Keep an eye on the AIESEC dis-
play case located in the Peters
Building, or email us at
OOaiesec@machl .wlu.ca.
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Enthusiastic "AIESECers" Thai Duong, Tara Baker, Christine Healy, Manisha Topiwala, and Helen Lau.
World Watch
Havana, Cuba
The Pope spent five days visiting
Cuba last week. In honour of the
visit, the officially athiest country
allowed Christmas to be celebrated
last December. The Pope used his
speaking opportunities to protest
against the U.S. economic embargo
against Cuba, and to push for
greater religious freedom and
human rights in the island nation.
London, England
The Queen Mother fractured her
hip after a fall at the Sandringham
estate in Norfolk, Sunday. She was
taken to hospital in Ix»ndon for a hip
replacement and is presently recov-
ering. In other British news, a total
ban on handguns came into effect
on Monday. Those breaking the law
face up to ten years in prison. And
in Northern Ireland, the Ulster
Democratic Party, the largest pro-
British paramilitary group in the
territory, withdrew from peace talks
before they could be expelled.
Washington, U.S.A.
Another sex scandal is rocking The
White House. The latest allegations
are that President Clinton lied
under oath about about an affair
with intern Monica Lewinsky and
tried to obstruct justice by telling
her to deny the affair. An LA. Times
poll states that fifty-one to sixty-one
per cent of Americans believe the
President should be impeached if
the charges are true. In this climate,
he is due to deliver his State of the
Union address today. However,
from Whitewater to Paula Jones,
none of the scandalous accusations
against the teflon President has yet
been proven.
George, South Africa
Former aparthied-era President
P.W. Botha, 82, was in court last
Friday to answer charges of con-
tempt. After failing to appear before
the country's Truth and
Reconciliation Commission the
unrepentant Botha commented, "I
am not prepared to apologize."
The Persian Gulf
A British aircraft carrier has joined
the U.S. aramada presently
deployed in the Persian Gulf. The
U.S. and the United Nations have
taken Iraq to test over its refusal to
allow U.S. arms inspectors to do
their job. The New York Times is
reporting that a military strike
against Iraq could begin as soon as
Friday evening.
Moscow, Russia
Adam Deniyev, the main suspect in
the murder of six Red Cross work-
ers, is living and working in
Moscow, according to Chechen
seperatist leaders. They claim they
have enough evidence to convict the
thirty-seven year old, but that he is
being protected by Russian authori-
ties. Vancouver nurse Nancy Malloy
was one of those killed by masked
gunmen in a Chechenya hospital in
December, 1996. In other Russian
news, President Yelstin has backed
a twelve point economic reform
plan.
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Cord Editorial
Are you missing out?
Take advantage of Laurier's student services now
Many of the greatest things about universi-
ty are all the services offered to the stu-
dents. Most of us rarely notice now, but
once we are on our own, we will realize
how much Laurier did for us, or helped us
to do.
We all complain about student fees,
and with the new tuition hikes the com-
plaints are getting louder. However, if we
stop and think where the money is going,
we will discover that we are getting some-
thing for nothing. At a cost of less than
$200 each semester, not including tuition
fees, Laurier students get dozens of ser-
vices.
One of the most recent examples of
free services came last November when
the teacher's strike was in full effect. With
the announcement of the strike, Laurier's
administration and WLUSU established a
one-week day care for children of students
and faculty. This allowed these parents an
extra four days to look for alternate care
for their children while they continued to
attend class. Run by volunteers, this oper-
ation was free ofcharge.
There are many Laurier organizations
that offer services to the students at no
cost. One of the least glamorous jobs that
volunteers put themselves through is Foot
Patrol. Footers' shifts can be up to eight
hours through snow, rain, wind, and freez-
ing weather to walk us home at night.
Whereas many universities pay their Foot
Patrollers, Laurier Footers work for free.
The Emergency Response Team is
another student run organization offering
a safe environment for Laurier students.
These volunteers attend many of the
events on campus and provide first aid
care if needed. Recently, ERT has added
weekend Turret patrols to their duties.
Like Foot Patrol, volunteers run ERT and
their services are offered to students at no
charge.
Laurier Security is our very own police
force, active around the clock, supplying a
service that is essential to the Laurier com-
munity. They immediately respond to any
incident on campus and are responsible
for patrolling Laurier grounds. More visi-
ble than most local police forces, Laurier
security offers an additional sense of safety
on campus.
Health Services probably has one ofthe
shortest drop-in clinic lines you will ever
encounter. Located right on campus, they
are easily accessible and the hours they
maintain are reflective of students' sched-
ules. They even schedule hours around
I can truly
say that
each of these
services will be
missed upon
graduation.
exam timetables. It's even easier to get an
appointment with one of their doctors than
with your own.
Career Services has everything from
videos to aptitude tests that help students
in their search for summer, part-time, or
full-time work. The staff is friendly and
knowledgeable. The centre is designed
with students in mind and an accurate
understanding of our changing employ-
ment needs is maintained.
The residence staff dedicates at least
one year of their lives to ensure that the
first year population ofLaurier adapts well
to the change of towns, homes, friends,
and work load. They're the ones that clean
up after your "little accident" in the hall
and I'll bet you've never heard one com-
plaint. The cleaning staff in the residences
are also fantastic. Even after cleaning the
bathroom, emptying the garbage, and
sweeping your floor they still have a smile
and a pleasant comment. Now, in my third
year, I still miss that part ofresidence life.
Aside from these services, others such
as Counselling Services, Audio Visual,
Housing, the Writing Centre, and the
Seminary supply many of the needs ofstu-
dents. We even have full access to the
Athletic Complex, Langden Art Gallery,
and countless music concerts at no cost.
I can truly say that each of these ser-
vices will be missed upon graduation.
Although each student many not use every
service, the services that are used
undoubtedly add up to more than $200 for
four months. After we leave university,
many of these services will not be avail-
able, or will be far too expensive to afford.
I say "hats off' to the people who use
their time and energy to run these ser-
vices. They are often taken for granted.
These people are here at Laurier because
they care about our future and us. Though
sometimes forgotten, their services are
valuable and definitely needed.
I for one do not relish the thought of
walking home alone at night, having to
pay gym memberships, or having to go to
a regular employment centre when I grad-
uate. And with the increasing costs of just
about everything you might want these
days, it's nice to know that some things are
still free.
Editorial by Lorna Hiscock
Student Life Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are
those of the author, and do not necessarily
reflect those of the Cord Staff, the editorial
board, or Wilfrid Laurier University Student
Publications.
Letters To TheEditor
Human rights
from the heart
Dear Editor,
I would like to emphasize that this campus
is committed to creating an environment
that supports diversity, mutual respect, and
understanding and which is free of harass-
ment and/or discrimination. Every member
of this community is responsible for helping
to create this kind of environment.
I regret the fact that the Cord printed
the CODOH ad. However I believe that the
responses from the campus reinforce the
importance of action in our attempt to cre-
ate a supportive environment. I congratu-
late those students and faculty who saw the
ad and acted so quickly. Assuming respon-
sibility and apologizing as the editor of the
Cord did, takes courage and is often a first
step in change. I appreciated the articles
that appeared in the Cord about the
Holocaust and Hate on the Internet. Finally
I am pleased that policies and procedures
are going to be reviewed to ensure greater
vigilance and sensitivity to material that is
printed for our community.
Rabbi Joachim Prinz who spoke just
before Martin Luther King delivered his "I
have a dream" speech stated: "Bigotry and
hatred are not the most urgent problems -
the most important and tragic problem is
silence." Rabbi Prinz had been a rabbi in
Berlin at the time of the Third Reich and
knew all too well the tragic consequences
when good people stand by and do nothing
in the face of evil. (Excerpt from Focus on
Human Rights, Dr. Karen Mock, Canadian
Social Studies, Winter 1997, Vol. 31. No. 2.
Dr. Mock is the national Director of the
League for Human Rights of B'nai B'rith
Canada, a national agency dedicated to
combating racism and bigotry.)
Let us all remember that we must be
active and knowledgeable participants in
creating the kind of community that
respects the dignity and rights of each indi-
vidual.
This issue has also touched my heart. I
am a first generation Canadian born to par-
ents who survived the Holocaust. My moth-
er was 11, my father was 13 when the
Nazis marched into Poland in 1939. My
mother lived through three concentration
camps: one being Auschwitz. I grew up
amongst people who knew only too well the
inhumanity and injustices that we can
inflict on one another and the tragic silence
of others. In 1996,1 visited Poland with my
father and and my sister and we walked in
the death camps of Treblinka, Majdanek,
and Auschwitz. To deny the Holocaust is to
deny the existence and murder of my
extended family, the existence of a vibrant
Jewish community in Eastern Europe pre-
-1939 and the survival of my parents. I can
only hope that I honour my parents and the
memory of my ancestors by my actions in
promoting social justice for all humankind.
The Faculty of Social Work will be cele-
brating Social Work Week from March 2nd
to Bth. The theme is Social Workers:
Celebrating Diversity-Promoting Human
Rights. In addition, WLU Press and the
Campus Safety Committee will be co-spon-
soring a presentation by Dr. Jim Walker
and Dr. Alan Davies entitled "How Racist
Were We?" on March 3rd. The Black
Student Association and the Campus Safety
Committee will also be co-sponsoring a
panel discussion on "Combating Racism:
Educational, Theoretical, Political and
Practical Perspectives" on March 4th. Look
for more information on all these events
and please join us.
Marilyn Jacobs,
Harassment/Discrimination Coordinator,
Wilfrid Laurier University
PP&P appreciation
■ ■
Dear Editor,
I would like to take an opportunity to
congratulate PP&P on their excellent job
removing snow from the pathways around
the campus. Almost without fail, every year
around this time, I have seen a letter com-
plaining that PP&P is doing an inadequate
job of removing snow and ice from the
walkways around the schools. I want to
make sure that the people who get up
before the sun on snowy days (many of
them students) know that we appreciate
their hard work.
Jason George
Due to space constraints, all submitted let-
ters could not run this week. They will be
printed in a fixture issue ofThe Cord.
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SuperBowl
and Sexy Bill
RW HICKEY
Cord Opinion
Last Sunday, I'm certain that a
great majority of you were sta-
tioned in front of a television set,
watching the Super Bowl. For those
of you who missed it, I'll try to fill
you in: some football team was
playing against some another foot-
ball team. One of them won. It was
very exciting for everyone involved.
When I got into school on
Monday, folks were still abuzz
about the big game. They talked
about all the home runs the goalie
scored, and which guys got slam
dunks. They mocked the ridiculous
pomp and pagentry of the half-time
show, which involved eighteen
thousand albino elephants and the
entire continent ofAustralia.
After that conversational well
had run dry, there was the latest
Bill Clinton sex scandal to talk
about. There was much clucking of
tongues and wagging of fingers
over Clinton's libido, which is
apparently even bigger than the
Super Bowl half-time show.
Clinton's carnal conquests were
coldly assessed: women with high
hair and low morals. Between the
Super Bowl and Sexy Bill, there was
much to discuss.
Then, with a single blow, some-
one killed the conversation. "Isn't
there anything Canadian we can
talk about?" she asked.
Dead silence. Tumbleweeds
blew past. People exchanged blank
stares, shuffled their feet, and even-
tually went home.
Canadians can be as smug as
we want about our southern neigh-
bour's excesses. We can delude our-
selves into thinking we're nicer and
smarter than citizens of the USA.
The simple fact remains: without
America, we'd have nothing to talk
about. America provides Canada
with endless hours of entertain-
ment.
In fact, Canadians get twice the
pleasure out of the USA's antics. We
get to enjoy American spectacles
and scandals, and then we get to
feel all self-righteous because it's
not our country that's involved in
such nonsense.
Instead of deriding America for
being the den of iniquity that it is,
we, as Canadians should be grate-
ful. America's lasciviousness allows
Canada to be prim and proper.
Without Americans, we'd have to
create our own political sex scan-
dals.
Thanks to the United States and
their perpetually aroused leader,
Canadians will never have to hear
about Jean Chretien's sex life. For
that fact alone, I am eternally in
America's debt.
America, I salute you! May
Canadians forever surf your sordid
waves ofsensationalism and smut!
Letters To TheEditor
Healthy
lifestyles for
busy students
Dear Editor,
I have always appreciated the
many resources that we all have
available to us here at Laurier, like
Health Services, Counselling, Study
Skills, etc. However, it wasn't until
today that I was really effected by a
seminar given on our campus. I was
one of the twenty or so young
women who attended the seminar
put on my Counselling Services enti-
tled: "Change and Chocolate". The
title may give you a hint as to the
subject matter; food and eating
behaviors. The main speaker was
dietician Linda Barton, who spoke
in an interactive style about nutri-
tion, healthy eating and ENERGY!
As students with crazy schedules,
we all neglect our eating habits
from time to time, and our bodies
pay the price. How many times are
you dragging yourself out of bed, or
making yourself stay awake for a
class? A lot of times it may be
caused by pulling an all nighter, or
staying a little too late at VVilfs the
night before. But eating habits can
play a large role in giving us energy
all day long. If you neglect your
body's nutritional needs, you will
suffer in the form of fatigue, and
hunger!!!! Linda's main hints were
aimed at the percentages of each
food group we all need in a day, and
how to choose the foods that will
elongate our energy until our next
meal. She spoke with knowledge
and enthusiasm, and answered
countless questions regarding fat
intake, vegetarianism and lactose
intolerance. This seminar is the first
of many planned by counselling ser-
vices for our benefit. If you see any
signs around campus advertising,
take the time to care about your
health, and come and listen. I highly
praise the organizer of this event,
Marilyn Goodbrand for her contin-
ued quest to address the needs of
the Laurier students. Thanks!
Carolyn McKay
CFS works
Dear Editor,
In response to the comments made
in the Cord last week by Meaghan
Brown with regards to the CFS's
effectiveness in lobbying for student
concerns. While each organization
has different means of raising
awareness of student issues, 1 call
into question the suggestion that the
CFS is ineffective as a lobby group.
CFS has more than 400,000 mem-
bers and local chapters in campuses
across Canada. That's more than
any other student group. Fees col-
lected from each member help sup-
port the lobby efforts of students at
both the federal and provincial level.
CFS-supported lobbying brought the
issue of student debt to the Liberal
governments awareness enough to
draft a $1 billion millinium fund.
WHile the fund Is not ideal, it shows
that the CFS' lobbying efforts are
making an impact.
"Double Vision", the book writ-
ten by Globe & Mail Parliamentary
Chief Edward Greenspon, outlines
other key examples of how the CFS
has been both consistent and perva-
sive in its lobbying efforts for student
rights and issues in Canada during
the Liberal's first term of office.
Many people have differing opin-
ions on what the CFS is or how it
gets its message across, but it can't
be said that they are ineffective at
getting student issues heard by the
government.
Cameron Norman, VP-External
Graduate Students' Association
Cord not right
Dear Editor,
It was unpleasant, but not surpris-
ing, to see the Cord print yet anoth-
er article slamming the provincial
government, this time on workfare.
It is ironic that while Laurier is, gen-
erally, a right-of-centre campus, the
Cord does not mirror this reality. It is
disappointing that our school news-
paper, which should be a reflection
of the student body, instead tries to
preach to us, and says in so many
words that most Laurier students
are either immoral, greedy, or cor-
rupt because we happen to be on
the "wrong" side of the spectrum.
Having said that, allow me to
comment on the actual article. The
writer commented on how there are
just no jobs out there for those on
welfare. While the job market is
indeed difficult, there are opportuni-
ties out there. All that is required is
the will and the desire to find those
jobs that do exist, and to be willing
to accept whatever work one is able
to find. Also, the writer mentioned
that there is no self-esteem in being
employed in a workfare job that a
welfare recipient did not choose. I
wonder where the self-esteem is in
not having any job at all, doing little
more than sitting at home and wait-
ing for the government cheque? As
well, the writer complained about
what she perceived to be the "dou-
ble standard" of so-called corporate
welfare. The important difference is
that tax breaks and credits to busi-
nesses allow them to generate more
jobs, which lowers unemployment
and can also lower the number of
people on welfare.,
Overall, the article succeeded
only in misrepresenting and mis-
judging the workfare program. Its
fundamental goal, one which it
accomplishes, is to help those on
welfare to gain entry into the work-
force by showing the value and
worth of earning one's pay. 1 would
hope that in the future the Cord
would not try to so systematically
disparage the Conservative govern-
ment. But then again, that would
require flexible thinking and an
unprejudiced outlook, which
appears to be beyond the capabili-
ties of the Cord.
Patrick Jocsak
Brutal silence
Dear Editor,
On January 17th, a 14-year old girl
was brutally tortured for several
hours by a 17-year old girl in our
city while five stood by and watched.
For several hours five people wit-
nessed this incident without putting
a stop to it.
Two days later, on January 19th,
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday
was observed. King, who received
the Nobel Peace Prize for his work
as a civil rights leader, is often
referred to as being the conscience
of his generation. He motivated a
nation to look to what was wrong
with society and to change it. On
April 4th, 1967, King said: "A time
comes when silence is
betrayal...Even when pressed by the
demands of inner truth, men do not
easily assume the task of oppos-
ing...Nor does the human spirit
move without great difficulty against
all the apathy of conformist
thought...but we must move on."
Complacency was not an option for
King. It was not enough to know
what was right. Action was the only
way for good to triumph over evil.
Most of the people who I talked
to about the January 17th incident
claimed that they would not have
witnessed the beating in silence, but
somehow would have ended the
torture. I would like to believe them.
Let this deeply disturbing inci-
dent awaken your conscience. Act
on what you believe to be right.
Linda Ford
Playing
parliament
Dear Editor,
As President of the Wilfrid Laurier
Young Liberals and Provincial
Student Director of the Ontario
Young Liberals I would like to bring
your attention to the All-Ontario
Model Parliament being held this
Friday, January 30th from 10am-
6pm at Queens Park in Toronto.
It is a day when the Young
Liberals, Young New Democrats
and Young PCs come together to
have "a day in the Legislature".
There will be 70 PCs, 33 Liberals
and 27 New Democrats participat-
ing. Out of the 33 Liberals, 10 will be
from Sir Wilfrid Laurier University
(the largest contingent). Other
Liberal participants are from the
Riding of Brant and the University of
Windsor, University of Western
Ontario, McMaster University,
University of Waterloo, York
University, University of Toronto,
Trent University and Queens
University.
Members will be taking actual
MPP roles and riding positions and
will be debating bills related to
Education (Bill 160), Employment
Equity and Justice (Boot Camps). As
well, there will be private members'
statements, question period and
joke resolutions. This event has
been endorsed by all 3 party leaders
and party caucusses. It is a great
opportunity for politically interested
students to actually sit and perform
in the Legislature at Queens Park.
I just thought that I would bring
this to your attention. The Young
Liberals at Wilfrid Laurier are one
of the most active Liberal student
clubs in Ontario. Participation in this
event reflects that. If you have any
further questions or are looking for
further information, please do not
hesitate to contact me by email or
by phone at 884-4119.
Thank you for your time.
Derek Nighbor, Student Director
Ontario Young Liberals
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Shaking The Tree
Brave New
World?
SARAH PARKER
Cord Opinion
Aldous Huxley wasright.
As an extension of one of my
earlier arguments, I'd like to high-
light once again the importance of
books, namely literature, and
specifically that politicians should
read them.
It was announced a couple of
weeks ago that American physicist
G. Richard Seed and a group of
unnamed physicians are willing to
clone a human being before the U.
S. Congress bans the procedure.
But CNN Live produced footage of
U. S. President Bill Clinton stating
that although he does not condone
such a procedure, he asks that they
wait at least five years or so before
they attempt such an experiment.
Wait a minute, won't Bill Clinton
be out of office by then?
Really, Clinton is intrigued by
the idea but does not want to be
known as the president who
approved the study. You'd think
that Clinton, the "liberal" baby
boomer himself, would've been one
to have read Huxley's Brave New
World, and if so, didn't he learn a
damn thing?
Clearly this is evidence of the
strong hold that advancing technol-
ogy has assumed not only over soci-
ety in general, but government as
well. Speed, efficiency, and perfec-
tion seems to be the melodious
refrain ofthe powerful, ie. business,
government, and it's blinding us to
some of the most crucial and
important moral dilemmas of our
time.
As Huxley himself implies, the
creation of a world without defects,
insecurity and unhappiness is dan-
gerous, especially when those in
power incorporate the advances in
science and technology into our
daily lives. As any chemist will tell
you, it is the impurities that allow
for a "culture" to thrive and any
attempt to control "nature" will
eventually render a society inert
and obsolete.
The cloning of human beings is
the next step to the thought control
of humanity by those in power. And
with society's current engrossment
with mass media, propaganda, and
devotion to all things electronic and
new, we're half-way there.
That is why it is necessary to
read, to listen to music and, most
importantly, to speak out because
without subversive thought, we are
dead. Because really, how does the
cloning of prime human beings dif-
fer from Hitler's drive for a pure
human race?
CORDOPINION
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CORD STUDENT LIFE
A retreat into the kingdom
ANDREA THOMAS, HILLARY
HENDERSON AND KEVIN
RAMESSAR
Cord Student Life
On the weekend of January 16-18,
almost 60 Laurier students retreat-
ed to Beacon Bible Camp near
Gravenhurst for fun, fellowship, and
spiritualrenewal.
Most of the students on this
adventure were members ofLaurier
Christian Fellowship. However,
seven seeking individuals took up
the challenge of learning more
about Christ.
The weekend was an awesome
opportunity for fellowship and mak-
ing new friends.
Team games brought the group
closer together as we worked
through obstacle courses blindfold-
ed and were forced to down such
tasty treats as liverwurst and garlic.
On Saturday afternoon, we
enjoyed several winter activities
including tubing, cross-country ski-
ing, football and snowshoeing.
Mealtimes required cooperation,
as we made it through one lunch
with our wrists tied to those of our
neighbours.
As well, a few practical jokes and
a lot of laughter made the weekend
a wonderful time of bonding.
Our speaker for the weekend
was Bob Chambers, a youth pastor
from Oakville.
Bob gave three sessions in con-
nection with LCF's theme for the
year: 'Seek ye first His kingdom.'
Most would agree that the best
part of the retreat was the spiritual
refreshment and the personal chal-
lenges we received as we learned
about characteristics that should
mark followers of Jesus Christ.
Bob spoke about grace versus
performance, self-denial versus self-
indulgence, and vulnerability versus
privacy. Bob reminded us that we
do not have to be perfect to have a
relationship with God because of his
grace. As well, vulnerability allows
us to grow closer to others while
gaining strength in God.
All agreed that these sessions of
learning and worship were an
excellent extension of the many
great things that have been happen-
ing within LCF this year.
The retreat has refreshed our
spirit and excitement, and we have
the challenge of upholding this spirit
in LCF for the rest of the term, and
beyond.
Laurier Christian Fellowship
meets every Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. in SlOl for learning and wor-
ship. As well, the next Church at the
Turret will be held February 1 at
7:00 p.m. Come and join us on our
journey!
PHOTO:
HILLARY
HENDERSON
Laurier Christian Fellowship (LCF) retreats for a weekend of fun and learning. Participating in
social and team activities, the members quickly bonded.
TheERT
safely tip
ofthe
week
MATTHEW BRODIE
Cord Student Life
Have you ever bet® in an emergency situation? Would you know
what to do ifyou were? Being mentally prepared for an emergency is
probably the most importantaspect ofovercoming one. The following
are four basic steps totake:
First, recognize that an emergency has occurred, Taking the ini-
tiative to help, and avoiding panic, are the most important finks in the
chain of events to follow. Second, decide to act Decide to help, but
without putting yourself or others in danger. Third, call Emergency
Medical Services (EMS). In Waterloo, dial 94-1. Oil campus, though,
call Laumr Security first as they are your closest source of help.
The final step is to provide First Aid to the best of your abilities.
Hie bystander trained in First Aid is crudal in caring: for the injured.
Why not take a First Aid course or renew your certifications
soon? its not too late to sign up for the Emergency First Aid course
being offered at the Athletics o>raptex this Sunday. Call l-esley Buck
at extension 2856 for details. For a discount on this course or others
offeredby E.R.T. this year, just use the coupon below.
'Equalitist' or feminist?
RACHEL STICKWOOD
Cord Student Life
Have you ever heard anyone say,
"I'm not a feminist. I am an 'equali-
tist' because I believe in equality"? I
have heard this statement many
times, and it always seems to me to
be extremely contradictory.
Since when has feminism been
considered something separate
from achieving equality? Is it due to
the lack of knowledge concerning
what feminism really is? Or are
people scared to associate them-
selves with feminism due to the
stereotypes of feminists, the most
prominent being that they are a
group of radical women complain-
ing about men?
The term equality refers to
obtaining equal opportunity for all.
This qualifies you to have the same
rights as any one else no matter
what religion, culture, sexual orien-
tation, or ethnicity you may be. We
must not forget that this also
encompasses equality between men
and women. Isn't this exactly what
feminism and the feminist move-
ment is all about?
Modern feminism developed
from a position of opposition to the
oppression of women and all peo-
ples who are treated as inferior by
so-called dominant groups. It has
been difficult to stop the oppression
because people who are taught they
are inferior often begin to internal-
ize the inferiority.
Not only do feminists seek to
achieve equal opportunity to obtain
a position, but also equal pay for
equal value and to be treated as an
individual that is just as capable as
the next person.
At the same time, feminists
attempt to find the root cause of
their subjugation in order to explain
why 'things are the way they are'
and therefore must critically look at
things such as sexism.
Sexism is a belief that an entire
group of people are inferior to
another and this is something that
feminists oppose and hope to elimi-
nate. Sexism is pervasive in lan-
guage, art, literature, religions,
schools and the workplace. In order
to stop sexism, people must re-eval-
uate the words they use, looking
specifically at exclusive language
and what the words originally
meant. People must also look at
what they value and how they inter-
pret things they see and hear.
So, next time someone says that
they believe in equality, but deny
that they are a feminist, think about
what feminism is and remind them
what feminists stand for. As it
stands now, anyone who believes in
equality is undeniably a feminist as
well.
We at the Women's Centre support
each other in our ideas and opin-
ions, while we may not always col-
lectively agree.
WilfridLaurier enviro day
KATHLEEN COVENTRY
Cord Student Life
It ain't easy being green, but help is
right on campus. Laurier's recent
Environment Day was held on
January 28 by the Environmental
Awareness Committee. The Enviro
booth was set up in the concourse
to display and disperse information
on recycling and related activities at
Laurier and the in the community.
Laurier's Environmental
Awareness Committee is a Students'
Union run organization which pro-
motes awareness of all things
'green' on campus and in the com-
munity. The committee also decides
how to spend the student green fees
which are paid to the Students'
Union. Any questions or comments
can be directed to the committee by
contacting them through e-mai] at
22enviro@machl .wlu.ca.
Laurier can look forward to the
Environmental Committee's exciting
future awareness events including
'Enviro Week' in March.
Remember Laurier: reduce, reuse,
recycle.
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Do you know your TV
commercials?
Across:
3. once you , you caul stop
5. oh what a feeling..
6. It .going and going
10. the _ that eats like a meal
11, really, really underwear
13. lor drivers
-14. good to the last
IS. the most for the
18. fruit is gonnamove von
Down:
1. grade A
_
2. your s worthand more
3. lor all your 2000
4
_
clean
7.lam.
8.1 can't believe it's not
12. two scoopsof
13. , chip thinking
16 Gx'-a-Cok
17. silly rabbit, „.„are for kids
Crossword and word search answers mU be posted outside the Cord office, on the third
floor ofthe A'C'C thefollowing week
Drinking 101
ALEXIS ARROWSMITH
Cord Student Life
Cactus Juice
•172 oz. rum
•1/2 oz. blue caraco
•7-Up
•dash of grenadine
•Stir
Shooter Sicilian Kiss
•1/2 oz. Southern Comfort
•1/2 oz. Amaretto
•Shake over ice and strain into
shooter FILE
PHOTO
CareerServices
Gain profitable
job skills
on campus
KAREN MCCRANK,
STUDENT CAREER ASSISTANT
Cord Student Life
We all know how important it is to
develop job skills in addition to
receiving a university degree.
Staying ahead of the competition is
difficult but it can be done. One of
the best ways to impress potential
employers is to accrue career-
related skills and experiences. You
can acquire many marketable
skills on-campus by investing a
couple of hours of your time each
week in a number of worthwhile
student and community services.
Wilfrid Laurier has many
departments that employ student
volunteers. Career Services is one
department that selects several
students each year to work as
Student Career Assistants (SCAs).
Being a Student Career Assistant
gives you the chance to work with
your peers and help them with
career planning and job search.
This experience will be useful with
your own career planning as well.
The SCA program is a good way to
get involved in the university. You
meet interesting people, partici-
pate in campus events and learn
many skills which can be easily
transferred to the workplace.
The SCA program is great for
people looking to develop skills rel-
evant to careers that range from
Human Resources and Public
Relations, to Marketing and Sales.
Skills that you will acquire as an
SCA include communication skills,
marketing skills, and interpersonal
skills.
Some of the duties of being an
SCA entail planning and conduct-
ing one campus outreach event for
the year, working in the centre
three hours a week and attending
informative training sessions.
If you are interested in the SCA
program, you must attend one of
the information sessions below
and pick up an application. The
information sessions will be held
Monday, February 2 at 2:30 and
Wednesday, February 11 at 5:30
in Career Services at 232 King
Street North. The applications are
due February 27.
For more information call 519-
884-0710 ext. 4495 or read about
the SCA program on our Web site
at www.wlu.ca/~wwwcs_co.
C 9RP?TWSNTLIFE
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AA fund raising
FUNcard
Please present before ordering.
No cash value/ Not valid with any other offer. Not redeemable for merchandise.
Valid only at participating McDonald's Restaurants.
©1995 McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited,
For the exclusive use of McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited and (ts franchises;
What'sHappeningHere
Meet the Authors: Dr. Use Friesen, Mock LSAT Further details are available at
Dr. Kathleen Meadows, and Gloria January 31, 9:00 a.m. Career Services located in 232 King
Nye 4-205 (DAWB) Street.
January 29, noon You must be registered before
Paul Martin Centre hand with Legal Resources located Communicating Assertively
Dr. Ilse Friesen will discuss her on the third floor of the NCC. For February 3,1998, 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
book "Earth, Hell and Heaven in more information call 884-0710 Green Room, Lower Level, Student
the Art ofWilliam Kurelek." ext.3440 or contact them through Services Centre
Also, Dr. Kathleen Meadows e-mail at 221egal@machl.wlu.ca. Learn to express your thoughts
and Gloria Nye will introduce their and feelings effectively in interper-
book, "DreamQuest Cards." Dave Glazer, Forensic Accountant sonal situations. There are six ses-
February 2, 5:30 - 6:45 p.m. sions in all. For more information,
Habitat for Humanity at WLU P3007 (Peters Building) call Counselling Services at 884-
January 29,10:00 - 3:00 p.m. Dave Glazer currently works at 0710 ext. 2338.
Campus Quad Revenue Canada in Kitchener and
There will be a BBQ with great will be discussing forensic accoun- Choosing the Right Major
food and fun. Come out and sup- tancy, dealing mainly with issues of February 6,12:30 -1:30 p.m.
port a good cause. fraud. February 23,11:30 -12:30 p.m.
Contact Career Service at 232
Big Sisters Volunteer Recruitment Job Fair '98 King Street for more information.
Training Sessions February 3,10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
January 31, 9:00 - noon and Bingemans Conference Centre Heart and Stroke Canvass Blitz
February 1, 9:00 - noon Meet employers for permanent, Night
St. Mark Lutheran Church, 825 contract, summer, or part-time February 8, 6 - 8:30 p.m.
King Street West, Kitchener work. Free transportation and free Contact Rob Marino at 884-
Call Big Sisters at 743-5206 for admission is available with your 3189 or Laura Catterick at 746-
more information. WLU ED. 5996 for more information.
mm Permanent, Contract,MH
F Part-time & Summer [|
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE W/A Jobs ■■
PREMIER OF U\ | J
■ ■ r # H ree Transportation PB
mfmV I jHI* lm Ej AdmissionJiill I Oil J3f hu d n
Hi Co-sponsors;to be held at ■ i
Bingemans Conference Career Services LJ|
Centre QConestoga College
Tuesday, February 3, 1998 lJ QUmversityofWater |oo LJ
10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Look Your Professional Best!
CORD FEATURE
Laurier election '98
WLUSU & WLUSP: issues going to the polls
STERLING LYNCH
Cord Features
As Laurier's attention focuses on
the upcoming elections, here is the
humble perspective of someone
who spent the past eight months
monitoring the administrative
finagling of WLUSU and WLUSP.
Here are a few observations for
your consideration when deciding
for whom to vote.
The girls/boys just want to have
fun factor
This is an issue for every elected
position on campus. Far too many
candidates run because of the
potential 'fun factor.' Only vote for
candidates who take the process
seriously.
The only way to force the candi-
date to take the process seriously is
if you yourself are serious about the
process of who you choose to run a
multi-million dollar organization.
Experience
It doesn't take a genius to recognize
that prospective candidates should
have some sort of experience relat-
ing to their particular position.
However, do not vote for someone
merely because of 'experience.' Just
because a candidate was VP: what-
ever does not guarantee future suc-
cess in political office.
Sometimes, an organization
needs an individual from outside
the ranks to come in and shake up
the status quo.
The Buddy Factor
Don't vote for friends just because
they are friends. Don't vote for
someone just because they are a
part of your fraternity or sorority.
Don't vote for someone justbecause
you worked with them. Don't vote
for someone just because you rec-
ognize their face or you think they
are cute.
WLUSP President
YVLUSP frequently suffers from
a severe case of little sibling syn-
drome regarding WLUSU and the
university. WLUSP needs an individ-
ual that is strong-willed and charis-
matic enough to resist WLUSU's
financial bullying.
There is hard core negotiation in
WLUSP's future. Whether it is the
on-going struggle for official recog-
nition from university administra-
tors or the potential loss of WLUSP's
advertising monopoly on campus,
WLUSP needs a president who can
protect WLUSP's interests.
The WLUSP organization itself is
at a turning point in its history. The
organization needs an individual
with long range vision that extends
further than a single year.
Resist candidates who fail to
demonstrate an articulated agenda
for the long term health of the orga-
nization.
The president of WLUSP needs
to be more than a competent
administrator. Increasingly, there
has been a widening gap between
the administrators and the hired
staff. The ideal candidate should
have the sort of personality that will
encourage communication between
the administrators and the volun-
teers. Serious situations occurred
over the course of the year because
of a break down in communication
between administrators and hired
staff.
WLUSP Board
Candidates must have an active
interest in the specific concerns of
WLUSP and not just be looking for a
way to fill out their resume.
What is the role of WLUSP?
Does WLUSP need an advertising
monopoly on campus? Where
should money be spent? Does
WLUSP need to offer new services
or further improve the services that
already exist? WLUSP potential
board members need a clear vision
of where WLUSP is headed in the
future.
WLUSU President
Despite the student friendly admin-
istration, a candidate's ability to
deal with Laurier's administrators
should be every voter's top concern.
Is the candidate an individual
who can talk to a University presi-
dent or a Senate Finance
Committee and make them listen?
Will administrators take the
President seriously?
The WLUSU president needs to
be proactive rather than reactive.
There is a mountain of university
paper work that must be processed
every month and assessed regard-
ing student interests.
The president needs to be able
to sniff out a problem before it
becomes a problem.
What does the candidate feel
about scholarship grids? How
should Laurier maintain or create a
competitive edge? What University
spending should be prioritized from
a student perspective?
If the WLUSU president under-
stands the issues before university
administrators understand them.
there is a much greater chance to
influence the final decision.
Beware of gimmicky campaign
promises. There are a lot of differ-
ent ways to make the 'grape juice in
the water fountain promise' of yes-
teryear.
The WLUSU lull time staff are a
very real 'power behind the throne'
within the Union. These non-elected
staffers—who remain from year to
year as students elected administra-
tions come and go—have a lot of
influence on the shape of the Union.
Increasingly, because of the
longevity of their positions, full time
There are a
lot of differ-
ent ways to
make the
'grape juice
in the water
fountain'
promise of
yesteryear.
staffers have been forging stronger
relationships with university admin-
istrators. One risk is that they might
forget just which organization it is
for which they work.
The president needs to be strong
willed enough to resist the tempta-
tion to rely too heavily on the opin-
ion of these staffers for anything but
the operation of the particular ser-
vices they represent.
Policy making must remain
firmly in the hands of elected stu-
dent representatives.
One traditional shortcoming of
the presidential office is a tendency
to perpetuate the status quo—par-
ticularly regarding budgetary perks
(bottled water, cable television in
the board room, and free lunches
on expense accounts).
Too often 'stirring the pot' is
considered dangerous rather than
the way to combat stagnation.
WLUSU is a healthy organization,
but resting on your laurels is the
best way to become an unhealthy
organization.
VP: University Affairs
What should really be the most
important position on-campus is
frequently considered an extrane-
ous relic in need of termination.
Beware, this position has a
strong 'fun-factor.' Wouldn't you like
to stay on campus for another year
and make $20,000 in a position
with very little responsibility.
The position itself is poorly
defined and consequently needs an
individual with a strong sense of
direction.
Theoretically, the university
affairs position should be the indi-
vidual who protects student inter-
ests at the provincial and federal
level.
If the right candidate is selected,
Laurier could contribute to govern-
ment policymaking before
University Presidents are even part
of the picture.
Is the candidate the sort of per-
son you can picture defending stu-
dent interests at a provincial and
national level? Can you picture their
face on a national news broadcast?
Can you picture the person effec-
tively articulating Laurier's student
concerns to the politicians and the
public? This position demands a
highly motivated candidate who has
a strong interest and awareness of
government policy making and who
can keep on top of current events
and issues.
Undoubtedly, OUSA and
Laurier's place in OUSA is a ques-
tion that hangs over the University
Affairs position. OUSA often comes
off as a lame duck organization that
does little regarding the protection
ofLaurier's interests.
The question is whether or not
Laurier should belong to this orga-
nization at all. If Laurier remains a
part of OUSA, the VP should take a
much more active interest in guid-
ing the organization.
The WLUSU Board
Once again, the 'fun factor' plays a
role. Far too many candidates envi-
sion the board as a form of social
mobility rather than a position of
responsibility. One often wonders if
the Board is a social club or a politi-
cal entity. How many board meet-
ings have the candidates been to?
One of the greatest shortcom-
ings of the WLUSU board is a total
lack of accountability regarding the
student population. Once elected it
is possible for a board member to
never communicate to a student
concerning policy issues for the
entire year.
What is needed is a new system
of representation or at the very
least a tangible commitment to
ongoing consultation that goes
beyond a table in the concourse
once a month.
The most important function of
the board is to be a check to the
presidential office and the
Operations Management Board.
Consequently, individual board
members need to have as great an
awareness of the issues as the pres-
ident.
Unfortunately, many board
members believe their job is fin-
ished once the budget is passed.
Every decision by the Executive
office needs to be scrutinized from
an informed perspective.
Commitment and a critical eye
that goes beyond nit-picking is a
must for all board members.
Look beyond the posters, pretty
pictures and promises for WLUSU
and WLUSP. Understand what the
candidate is communicating. Don't
let candidates get away with saying
nothing. If they are elected make
sure it is because they take a strong
stand on an issue.
Laurier's small campus lets you
track down the candidates and talk
to them one on one. If the candi-
dates are serious, they will talk to
strangers.
VocalCord
BY: KAREN STEGENGA
What would you most like to know
about the WLUSU/WLUSP elections?
What each candidate's
platform is because there
are so many people run-
ning and they don't know
the issues.
Oliver Martin
2nd Honours Political
Science/ Administration
Option
Which candidate is as
sexy as I am? Laurier
couldn't have another
stud as fine as me [insert
smokers cough].
' EwM
.
Steve Armstrong
Cord Columnist
1972
Who is running?
Andrea Barrett
3rd. year Sociology &
Communication Studies
Who's going to do some-
thing about my hair,
glasses, and moustache?
And can the wizard buy
me a smile?
Some Guy
Taken from the Cord
1972
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The trials and tribulations of WLUSU
KATHERINE HARDING
Cord Feature
WLUSU is not exactly a hotbed of
political activity, but it has managed
to have some interesting moments
in its history representing Laurier
students.
Before September 20, 1975,
WLUSU was called the Student
Administrative Council (SAC).
Besides operating as the legislative
and executive body of the Students'
Union, it also managed Students'
Union funds and oversaw all stu-
dentrelated activities.
In the SAC's heyday they offered
such services as a Birth Control and
Abortion Information Centre, Drug
Counselling, Radio Waterloo (94.1
FM), charter flights, Speed and
Remedial Reading Courses, and
Pub night every Thursday just to
name a few.
As the organization expanded,
so did their desire for space.
Their original "home" in the
basement of the Health Services
building was not big enough and in
1965 SAC Treasurer Cliff Bilyea
(now Director of Ancillary Services)
helped convince the Board of
Governors to invest $2500 towards
the building of a Student Union
Building.
When the decision to begin con-
struction was made in 1969, there
wasn't quite enough money, so only
two floors could be built. The top
two floors (the Turret and the
Games Room/ Offices floor) were
built first, with
parking space
added below.
This ensured
that the even-
tually the last
two floors
would one
day be built.
Completion
came several
years later,
when both the
Student Union
and the uni-
versity needed
more space.
Controversy
ensued in
1986 however
when WLUSU
decided to
name the
Student Union
Building
(SUB) the
Fred L. Nichols Centre, in honour of
the dean of students. Without get-
ting proper permission from
Laurier's administration, WLUSU
went ahead with an official sign
unveiling ceremony.
The president of the University
at the time, Dr. John Weir stated, "it
was quite inappropriate that the
name was selected and implement-
ed unilaterally by the Students'
Union." The name was eventually
revoked by the Union and the build-
ing remained un-named. Last year
the Union finally received proper
authorization from the administra-
tion and the SUB was officially
called the Fred Nichols Campus
Centre once and for all.
Besides weathering mini-scandals
like Turretgate and Carpetgate (I'm
not making these up; these lame
scandals actually happened) one of
WLUSU's most trying hours is when
they shut down
the Cord. On
March 3,
1991, at a
Board of
Directors
meeting,
WLUSU
President
Stuart Lewis
called the
move, "the
most difficult
decision
we've ever
had to
make." The
motion to
shut down
the Cord and
to lock their
offices passed
by a margin
of 12-3.
The
problems
which prompted WLUSU's decision
were included in a release called
"Documentation re: Cord
Shutdown" which cited the
Christmas joke issue, controversial
Bill Needles' column, and an article
reprinted in The Cord from the
Memorial University student news-
paper The Muse entitled "A gay
man's guide to erotic safe sex".
While the shut down only lasted
four days, the authoritarian move
by VVLUSU to unilaterally close the
Cord, a department of WLUSP, cre-
ating an historical rift between the
two organizations.
Political mishaps aside, WLUSU
has managed to build a $3.5 million
operation from the ground up.
Their development over even
the last 30 years is exemplary. From
their humble beginnings in the
basement of the Health Services
building to the multi-million dollar
construction of the Fred Nichols
Campus Centre, WLUSU has come
a long way down what has been a
bumpy but progressive road.
REPRINTED
FROM
THE
CORD
THURSDAY,
MARCH
14,1991
Things between The Cord and WLUSU have not always been Beer 'N' Skitdes
CORDFEATURE
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I have come
to the
conclusion
that politics
are too
serious a
matter to be
left to
politicians.
Charles de Gaulle
Politics I supposed to be the
second-oldest profession. I
have come to realize that it
bears a very close
resemblance to the first.
Ronald Reagan, quoted in Los Angefes
Herald-Examiner
—
for iT^Ociti.iirc3S
Kicking arsepight Jeffl and Centre.
11811 Hilll 'V %lll!K ': -
I
— I
Pefer Cat ton, SAC President, mingling with the upper echelon VP Finance at reception for the Chancellor
This article appeared in The Cord in 1972. After SAC (now known as the Students' Union)
claimed insufficient revenues (see above document), they subsequently rented six tuxe-
does and matching shoes for a reception in honour ofChancellor Paul IVfartsn. Make sure
the person you vote for does not make such hypocritical political decisions.
CORD SPORTS
Powder Puffers get tough
MIKE MCKENNA
Cord Sports
The first round is in the books and
although there were some surprises
the annual Powder Puff Football
Tournament went pretty much as
predicted.
The Untouchables once again
gained top spot going 5-0 on the
first weekend of the tournament.
The iron curtain defense was lead
by the likes of Michelle Fournier
and Jody Charlebois.
In division A there was a tie for
top spot as both the Reservoir Dogs
and the Playaz finished with 4 wins
and a tie. After the tie breaker the
Reservoir Dogs came out on top and
like the Untouchables will have a
bye in the opening round this
Saturday.
Here's a look at how the teams
stack up heading into Saturday's
playoffs.
Untouchables: Will look to repeat as
champions, and are still the team
to beat if they continue to play like
they did in the opening games.
Reservoir Dogs: As one of the three
undefeated teams left, their high
powered offense will be a factor in
the playoffs, as they averaged 20
points a game in their opening five.
Playaz: Even though they have the
worst name, they are still undefeat-
ed, and tied a very strong Reservoir
Dogs team in the opening round.
Strong on offense, defense needs to
be shored up.
Waterloo: A very big strong and
powerful team, are a strong c on -
tender to make the finals. Opening
up a few eyes in the opening round,
creative offensive scheme will cre-
ate some chances.
Young Guns: An explosive young
team will face off against Waterloo
in the opening round. Always a
threat for a long touchdown, they
could be the Cinderella team of the
tournament with an upset.
Dukes: After getting off to a slow
start the team came together over
the weekend. Offensive attack needs
to come around in order to make
some noise in the playoffs. Guelph:
After losing a couple of tough close
games last weekend, this team still
has the potential to be better. Look
out!
Hackers: After going 1-4 in the
opening round, they will need a little
more hack in the attack if they hope
to get it going in the second round.
Ice Hawks: The Ice Hawks will face
off against the Hackers in the first
game Saturday morning. Looks like
whoever gets the best sleep could
win this one. Too close to call.
Diesel: It was a tough weekend for
this crew as they also failed to win a
game in the opening round. That
could all change though as its a dif-
ferent story now. With their light-
ning armed quarterback, a win
could be in sight.
Things will be decided on
Saturday as the championship will
be played 2:30 p.m. at University
Stadium.
PHOTO:
MIKE
MCKENNA
The hard hitting action will continue Saturday as Laurier's Powder Puff players aim for the title
Dynamic duo
strikes again
MIKE MCKENNA
Cord Sports
What more would one like to be
doing on a Thursday night than tak-
ing a long bus ride to Windsor for a
game against the last place, and
might I add, winless Lancers.
Since they weren't allowed to
have the two points mailed their
way, the Women's Hockey team had
to make the trek West for their third
and final meeting with Windsor this
season.
After jumping off the bus and
into the arena, the Hawks looked a
little groggy and started off very
slowly. Rookie goalkeeper Joyce
Torrington made some key saves in
the opening frame to keep the pair
of zeros on the scoreboard.
Laurier had a few chances of
their own, but some key saves by
Jennifer Bates kept this one a goal-
tenders duo through two periods of
play.
By the third period the Hawks
had shaken off the effects of the long
bus ride and rose to the occasion.
The offense was once again lead by
Caroline Hall and Cheryl Pounder
who have guided the team all sea-
son long.
Hall was the first to find the
opposition net early in the third to
give the visitors a 1-0 lead. Pounder
was quick to follow Halls lead and
gave the Hawks a 2-0 lead with her
league leading 12th goal of the sea-
son in just her eighth game.
The two goal cushion was more
than enough even though the
Hawks were in some serious penal-
ty trouble the rest of the way, includ-
ing a pair of five on three advan-
tages for Windsor in the final frame.
The Hawks now face the first
place University of Toronto Varsity
Blues, in two of their final four con-
tests this season. These games will
allow Coach Josh Batley and his
staff to see the progress of the team
that has been working hard to com-
pete with the top teams in the
league all season.
With four games left before the
playoffs the Hawks will look to avoid
finishing in fourth place and a date
with the first place Blues.
Next home action is Sunday
night when the Hawks take on
Queens at 7:15 p.m. in the friendly
confines of the Waterloo Arena.
Sports Briefs
Turret Cup up for grabs
This weekend, as Powder Puffers are lettln' it all out, don't forget the
action at the Albert McCormackArena, and the third annual Turret Cup
Hockey Tournament. Action kicks off Friday night at 5 p.m. and contin-
ues all night, and again Saturday, with the semi-finals and the finals. The
second most coveted cup in hockey will be won Saturday, in the champi-
onship that starts at 5:30 p.m. The defending champion Heat, will look for
a repeat, but word on the street Is that they might not have what it takes.
Find out for yourself this weekend.
Dougherty's Hawks rollin'...
SCOTT O'HARA
Cord Sports
Heading into last week the Men's
Volleyball team was silting at a
very mediocre 3-4. With games
against Guelph and the
Hawks desperately needed two vic-
tories in order to attempt to secure
a playoff birth. The games were of
particular importance if new head
coach Todd Dougherty was going
to establish himself as the leader
from the bench.
On Wednesday our Hawks
hosted the Guelph Gryphons in a
marathon match. In the opening
game Laurier was dysfunctional at
best and was pounded on 15-3 by
the visiting squad. The second
game of the match saw the Hawks
scrape out a long winded 17-16
victory. After trading games in the
third and fourth matches the
Hawks sealed it in the fifth game
by winning 15-8. "Huge win for us
tonight. Wo have to take ihis
momentum and roll with it." stat-
ed Brad Semotiuk.
With the win the Hawks sat
squarely at a .500 record find were
looking to vault into third place
with their second victory of the
week. On Friday, die Hawks looked
to accomplish this feat as they
hosted die Brock Badgers. Behind
another outstanding performance
by Kevin Shonk, tlie Hawks easily
handled the visitors in four games.
Team-mate Ryan Brown spoke
about Shonk's performance "You
can't say enough about the guy,
he's our leader and he's been awe-
some all week."
With Shonk's powerful two
game performance he vaulted into
the conference lead for points.
Having accumulated an average of
5.7 points per ga, i an
incredible 163 kills, Shonk looks
set to be placed amongst the
league all-stars once again.
Coach Dougherty has his boy's
working in the right direction after
notching his first two victories as
coach. The Hawks are in action
again this week with their final
homo game' of the season. Come
out and support the boys in their
battle to hold onto a playoff spot as
they face off agianst the second
place Windsor Lancers tonight 8
p.m. at the Athletic Complex.
PHOTQ:
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Hoffman and the Hawks are flying high under new Head Coach
Todd Dougherty.
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Hawks lose
by a feather
TARA CLARKE
Cord Sports
It was a another tough weekend for
the Laurier Women's Basketball
team as they faced off against the
Guelph Gryphons Wednesday and
on Saturday went down the street
to face the Waterloo Athenas.
On Wednesday the Hawks
played an exciting, neck and neck,
game with the Gryphons but as the
story goes, were defeated 49-45.
Sherry Faber, and Brenda Vrkljan
lead Laurier with 14 and 12 points
respectively. Faber, who was strong
all game, including some hot 3-
point shooting, got into foul trouble
late and was gone with seven min-
utes remaining in the game.
The loss of Faber, once again
left the Hawks without one of their
leaders in the final minutes of a
close game mounting the pressure
on the rest ofthe team.
Amanda Peers dominated the
floor with some quick and aggres-
sive defense, but the Hawks were
unable to stop former Team
Ontario guard Pat Marcello, who
lead the Gryphons with 16 points in
the win.
Rookie guards Karen Koert and
Amy MacPherson, once again
showed great poise and confidence
in the Hawks back court, playing
tough defense that lead to numer-
ous Guelph mistakes.
Although the chances were
there, the Hawks just couldn't con-
vert, shooting only 29 per cent
from the field leaving coach Sue
lindley searching for answers.
The Hawks are now in a race
for the playoSs, sitting at 1-6 after
Saturday's blowout at the hands of
the Athenas. The Hawks suffered
on offense again, and it showed on
the scoreboard in a 65-33 defeat.
According to coach Lindley, the
key in upcoming games will be the
mental aspect of the game. "We
need to focus on creating offense,
shooting and rebounding."
If the Hawks can put their feath-
ers together, Lindley is confident
they can fly away with some wins.
Next up is a key battle in Windsor,
Wednesday night. The Hawks will
need to re-evaluate the game plan
and step it-up in order to win and
keep their playoff hopes alive.
Next home action is Saturday at
2 p.m. when the Hawks battle the
Western Mustangs. Come on out
and support the ladies in their drive
for the playofis.
Hockey duo are
top Hawks
MIKE MCKENNA
Cord Sports
Male Athlete of the Week- David
Kline
Kline, a second year honours
Business student, lead the Hawks
to an impressive victory of the
CiAU's third ranked Windsor
Lancers on Saturday. The team's
top centre, scored two goals and
assisted on two others as the
Hawks finally showed what they
have been capable of all season, in
beating the Lancers.
The Kitchener native also
added a goal in Wednesdays 5-3
loss to the Western Mustangs.
Female Athlete of the Week-Joyce
Torrington
For the second time in three
weeks, this first year goaltender
from Ottawa, is the female athlete
of the week. Torrington's back
stopped the Hawks to a 2-0
shutout over the Windsor Lancers
Thursday night.
The rookie goaltender will be
looked upon to provide solid play
in the final four games of the regu-
lar season that will determine how
high the Hawks finish in the stand-
ings.
Men's Basketball woes continue
CHRIS PEARCE
Cord Sports
The Men's Basketball team's frus-
tration continued with a pair of
losses last week against Guelph
and Waterloo, respectively. Both
squads were greatly talented, well-
coached, and proved themselves to
be an insurmountable challenge, in
this case, to the Hawk's.
The Hawk's are now 0 and 4 in
regular season play, and are riding
a 13 game string of similar misfor-
tune. Ominously, the bad luck has
been compounded by the loss of
star forward Kevin Byan for the
duration of the season with a torn
ACL With the loss of Ryan, for no
less than six months, the team is
now justa hollow shell of its once
impressive preseason form.
Despite the numerous setbacks
all hope has not been lost, accord-
ing to Coach Kilpatrick. "We've
had to redefine who we are, and
where were going." Adjustments
are necessary and may prove to be
beneficial in the long run. If any-
thing can be drawnfrom the loss of
a talent like Kevin Ryan it will be
that some of the younger players
will now geta shot in games.
A testament to the character of
this team is that they have not fold-
ed due to their circumstances, and
instead, have chosen to draw
strength from their adversity.
Every member of the squad has
been expected to work harder.
Ken Hodgkins is gettinghis con-
ditioning together, Jeff Zdrahal has
augmented his scoring, his 25.7
points-per-game lead the OUA, and
Bob Papadimitriou, Corwin Troje,
and Drew Moir are all still around,
and will berelied upon heavily.
In spite of the feet that the sea-
son to this point has been a replica
of many of Lauder's past teams, it
seems that this team's heart is
superior to our previous squads.
Hawk fans certainly must feel
for them as the team has given
110per cent in every effort, despite
upheaval and injuries. It seems
necessary to remind Laurier fans
that the squad is young Mid expe-
rience always precedes success.
The Hawk's wiD build on their
experience with two road games
this week, Windsor today, and
Western on Saturday Certainly,
they take the full support of their
fans with them.
PHOTO:
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The season is on shaky ground for Moir and the Hawks.
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The Lancers eventually did get
one in, again with a little help.
This would be all the offence
the Lancers could muster as the
game was put out of reach by
Brezynskie's power play goal to
add to his three assists on the
night The Hawks would later put
the icing on the cake with an
empty net goal.
The Hawks earned this win,
and pulled off the significant
upset by the score of 7-4 despite
being outshot 48-32. After the
game all that a beaming coach
Cowing could say was, "We won
a lot of the little battles and the
players came up big with this
one."
"We will continue to play this
well," noted the coach whose
team now gets ready for a pair of
wtanable games this weekend as
they entertain Queen's Saturday
night at 7 p.m. and then prepare
for a matinee vs. RMC at 2 p.m.
on Sunday All games are played
at the Waterloo Recreation
Complex so come out and cheer
yourHawks to victory.
Swimmers get their stroke downpat
CHRIS WHITE
Cord Sports
Last weekend brought about a long
bus ride to Kingston for the Varsity
Swim Team to take on Queen's and
RMC. Although the situation looked
favorable against an overmatched
RMC squad, the real test for the
Hawks would be how well they
stacked up against Queen's.
Following an aggressive pep-talk
from men's captain John Pelleck,
who would eventually capture victo-
ries in the 200 m IM and the 200m
backstroke the team appeared
focused and ready Whoever noted
that it's "not the size of the dog but
the fight in the dog" could easily
have been describing the men's
team. Despite having only nine
swimmers, the men came within
five points of Queen's, losing 93-88.
Rob Guthrie, showed some of
last season's CIAU form, winning
both the 100 m freestyle and the
100 m backstroke, while Tom Fuke
won both the 100 m and 200m
breaststroke. These two, along with
Pelleck and breaststroker Tom
Stelmach, then got together to win
the 200 m individual medley relay.
On the women's side, it was a
close 95-87 loss to Queen's. Danya
Patterson continued her dominance
of the long distance events winning
the 200 m breast, and back strokes.
In the spring events, the fine
crop of rookie Hawks once again
rose to the occasion. Lisa Parwicki
grabbed the 100 m butterfly and
100 m backstroke, while Robin Alien
edged out veteran Hawks Jen
Parsons and Jenny Parwicki in the
50 m freestyle.
On Saturday, the Hawks contin-
ued their tune-up for next months
OUA championships, at the Queens
Invitational. Some impressive
results were pulled in by Mie
Dinesan, Jon Campbell, Tony
Stackhouse, and feisty rookie Gary
Peter.
The women's team, also dis-
played excellent form, sending a
message that come championship
time they will not be taken lightly.
Coach Dean Boles was impressed
with all his swimmers including
Ashely Wright, Sarah Weind, and
Jacquline Kersey who were all
strong, continuing their season long
improvement.
Hawks upset
Windsor
Continued from cover
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Health and Fitness Day
February 3,1998
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LSAT Practise is Important!
AuthenticLSAT, But ItDoesn't Count!!
Register before hand with
Legal Resources, 3rd Floor
Nichols Campus Centre
MOCK LSAT:
JANUARY 31, 1998 @ 9:ooam
Dr Alvin Woods Building, 4-205
LEGAL fIESOC/RCES
University Planning
Phase 1: Vision and Issues
A planning project for the University has started. A draft paper on
a University vision and planning issues is available at the WLUSU
office and the University Secretariat (P2092). Comments are
wanted.
A "town hall" meeting for comments and discussions will be held
at 7 pm on Tuesday, February 10 in the Paul Martin Centre. All
are welcome.
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rr-j-Get a Valentine
Classifiedfor a toonie.
Tell that "special someone" how
you feel in 20 words or less.
Come up to the Cord Office or
drop by our booth in the
Concourse February 3 & 5 to
get yours.
Deadline for Valentine Classifieds is Feb. 6. The Valentines will
appear in the Feb.ll issue of The Cord. This is a limited time offer.
IN THE WLUSU/WLUSP
ELECTION ON FEBRUARY IOTH
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
TjMONia Election Highlights <^!E>
• OPEN FORUM - February 2nd from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Concourse.
• WLUSU.COM & The Cord present the "Online
Open Forum." Test Students' Union and Student
Publications candidates on all the hot election
issues. Open 24-7. Be heard! Make a difference!
Visit www.wlusu.com
DON'T FORCET YOUR STUDENT
CARD: POLLS OPEN FROM
8:30A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
Interesting notes from Guy Few
KAROL GOTSTYNSKI
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
Guy Few is certainly one of the most
popular people in the Laurier music
faculty. If you spend time in the John
Aird Building, almost without excep-
tion you have talked with Guy at
some point, even if he does not have
a clue as to who you are. There are
a few reasons for his amiability: an
openness, a great sense of humor,
an interesting sense of fashion, vary-
ing hair colours, and an impressive
amount of musicality. Although he
teaches the trumpet here at Laurier,
as a performer he is also a pianist
and a singer, (he'd be a tenor if he
practiced, he says). Mr. Few actually
went to Wilfrid Laurier starting in
English, specializing in theatre. He
also holds a fellowship diploma from
Trinity College, London, England.
Since Guy Few is in such
demand as a performer, I wondered
why he decided to teach rather than
concentrate solely on giving con-
certs and recording. He replied that
beginning in the 80's "I started
doing a fair amount ofteaching both
in summer schools and in master
classes. I was touring with a brass
quintet at the time and we did lots of
workshop situations. So I started
doing a fair amount of teaching and
then it just grew from that. I started
to coach singers [and] teach piano
and young trumpet players. I guess
that the first teaching I did for
Laurier was as a piano teacher and
I worked also as a studio accompa-
nist. Then they needed someone to
take over the trumpet department
and I was approached to do that."
Besides teaching, Guy does a lot
of touring. He has two tours coming
up right now. One is a classical
cabaret with Joseph Petric, an accor-
dionist, and with a soprano, Anne
Marie Wright, which he is taking to
Quebec and Ontario. This will be fol-
lowed by a tour with trombonist
Alain Trudel. Guy Few does about a
hundred concerts a year, which
made me wonder whether it is diffi-
cult combining relationships with
touring and being away a lot.
"Definitely," he confirms. "It inter-
feres with my full time relationship.
But the interesting thing about going
away, especially festivals, is that
every year you're back in the mix
with many of the same people that
you met the year before, and the
friendships pick up right where they
left off, so there is a good side to
I think
music
develops
our brains.
that. It's very difficult to have a nor-
mal relationship when you're on the
road - having the luxury of teaching
at Laurier makes it possible to be a
little more committed and stay in a
place for a longer period of time."
Traveling around and giving
concerts is always a good source of
interesting and amusing stories, so I
asked Guy to share some of them. "I
did a tour in the 80 s with the Great
Lakes brass quintet for which I was
a trumpeter for a number of years,
and we had a really interesting time,
we played in a lot of places that I
never would even entertain a
thought of visiting in my life. We
played north of the Arctic Circle in a
place called Old Crow and that was
quite an experience. They had a
bake sale going on at the same time
as our performance, and there were
little kids wanting to try our instru-
ments after our performance,
mouths full of chocolate." Guy, when
giving a concert with an orchestra,
will often perform a piano concerto
and a trumpet concerto, and there
was one occasion in Saskatchewan
(where he was born) when "the
stage management was on strike.
There was nobody to give me 10
and 5 minute calls, and I didn't have
the concert program in my dressing
room, (you always have a program
in the dressing rooms), and I was
preparing to perform in the order of
the rehearsals. So I went backstage
5 minutes before it was time for me
to play, stood in the wings, the con-
ductor came and asked me if I was
ready to perform. I said yes, and he
said, 'well, where is your trumpet?
Now, I was prepared to do the piano
concerto and hadn't played the
trumpet -1 was planning to become
comfortable with the instrument
during intermission. I had spent 45
minutes going through the score of
the piano concerto, so I walked back
off stage, (it was a radio broadcast),
picked my trumpet up, played one
note in the backstage hall and
walked on and performed, and
actually it was good because you
didn't have time to worry about it."
I asked Guy whether he has
interests other than music. "Yeah,
well, it's hard to pursue them. A
number of years ago I had brain
surgery, and following that I had to
change the way I lived a little bit and
I started exercising a lot and try to
be in good shape. I like running.
And actually I'm kind of obsessed
about my yard, but the problem is
that in the summer I'm often away
during some of the best times so I
don't really get to see whether or
not it worked or not. Last summer I
was home for a week and a half in
total. I toured between the middle of
May and the beginning of
September. I also like to bake cakes,
but not ones out of boxes, really
fancy ones. So I have a lot of dinner
parties."
And finally a question that every
musician dreads: why is music
important? "Well, I think music
develops our brains. If we study
music and we're successful at it, I
think we can learn just about any-
thing. And I think we can learn to
deal with stress as performers and
deal with other people, and I think
that if we don't have a culturally
active community, then we die as a
society." One of the best answers
I've heard.
You can hear Guy Few and other
music faculty members and their
guests every Tuesday at 12:00 p.m.
in the Maureen Forrester Recital Hall.
Guy Few: performer and teacher.
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Charged with treble
CRAIG WHITE
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
treble charger is quickly becoming
one of the more popular Canadian
Rock Alternative bands and once
you've seen them play live there is
no doubt why The four talented,
energetic members keep giving their
audiences what they want, time and
time again.
After helping many people start
the New Year off with a bang at Mel
Lastman Square, the band has been
touring around and diving into
many hearts.
This past Thursday at Mrs.
Robinson's the band had another
milestone. It was their greatest
turnout ever for a sound check as
the "teeny bopper" crowd was out in
full force just hoping that one of the
band members might look their
direction.
One of these wide eyed music
lovers was prepared for that special
moment with a carnation for each of
the members just like we've all
dreamed of.
treble charger not only has good
music of their own but know good
music when they hear it, as was
obvious by their choice of an open-
ing band. By Divine Right set the
pace for a show to send the kids
home raving about.
The lead guitarist, Jose, had the
talent to use the pedals for what the
makers truly meant them for. The
entire band exhibited enough ener-
gy to get the young audience excit-
ed...or at least that's what one would
have thought.
Treble Charger played like only
Treble Charger could. If you never
thought it was possible for each note
to burst alive with energy and flare
then you've never seen these guys
play. If you're in the market for a
good show these guys will never let
you down.
The set was a veritable explosion
of great Canadian Alternative Rock.
Most notably of course was "Red"
which has a new video out and is
soaring in popularity.
It seemed as though every head
was swaying and every lip was
singing along as the band played
their well known and not so well
known repertoire. They showed
their immense talents with a memo-
rable rendition of "Everlong" which
will always be remembered.
Though the show suffered a bit
from a lack of technical support
from the sound and light guys,
Treble Charger never skipped a
beat. They maintained the fans they
had before and undoubtedly made a
few more.
Craig White looks like some British
guy who screams "woo hoo" lots.
No, not Hugh Grant. Craig doesn't
visit high class Hollywood hookers.
He's very low-brow. Woo hoo.
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Been there. Done that But it's
so, so good.
Whoa! Bingo!
MAUREEN SAINSBURY
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
Blngol If the image of a smoke
filled room with middle aged ladies
enters your head, stop it!
This play is not set in a tacky
bingo hall but instead in the apart-
ment of a young English Professor.
"Bingo is a light hearted contem-
porary sex farce," says director
Andrew Strachan, a ftfth year
Ixiuricr student.
Strachan makes his directorial
debut with Bingo but is familiar
with the stage, as he performed in
the Stratford Festival last season.
Written by Canadian play-
wright Allan Stratton, Bingo, for-
merly 72 under the 0 (a reference
to the game), is a zany situation
comedy that is Med with sex, cross
dressing and lots of laughs.
Stratton has written other plays
and books such as Nurse Jane
Goes to Hawaii
Presented by the University
Players, Bingo is playing January
29, 30, and 31 at 8 p.m. in tho
Theatre Auditorium. Tickets are
$7. Call 884-0710. ext.4882.
You want zany? Get to the Theatre Auditorium!
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Letters
fromBen
Socially Acceptable Touching
Dear Editor,
My Super Bowl party was a big
hit. The event started at noon with a
trip to the Canadian day and Glass
Museum located in the heart of
downtown Waterloo. My chums
and I wandered about the delightful
sculptures and attempted to get the
images of beer-swollen lummoxes
yelling at the TeeVee out of our
heads. Afterwards, we meandered
down King Street, relishing the local
culture. "Who is playing in the
Super Bowl?" someone asked. "I
have never cared." I answered.
Passing a local establishment,
we leered in to get a visual taste of
the "fun" we knew we were miss-
ing It was a strange feeling watch-
ing so many people ogling the tele-
vision, apparently enjoying them-
selves. "Thank goodness for the
television" I thought. "Otherwise
they would have to talk to each
other."
Our meal was delicious. No
Buffalo Wings and Keg-beer for us,
we supped on steamed vegetables
and Perrier. It is important to drink
the most expensive beverage, and
two dollar soda water fits the bill
quite nicely.
Maybe my dislike of football
stems from how my high school
didn't have a team because some-
one died from head injuries in the
seventies - nothing to joke about. I
prefer to think that football has
always seemed like misplaced
aggression and masked hetero/sex-
ual violence. At the same time it's
funny how organized sports like this
are one of the few heterosexual out-
lets for bum-patting. I'm all for
bum-patting, I wish it was more
socially acceptable to pat bums. I
would pat my professors bums all
the time. I wish my name was Pat
Bum.
Ben Harris
A Confession
Dear Editor,
I need to come clean. I have
three confessions concerning cer-
tain things that I have complained
about in recent times. If I don't say
it quickly I will back out. "Wheat
Kings" is not the worst song in his-
tory, I went to a basketball game
once, and once I drank beer.
As everyone knows, The
Tragically Hip are a stupid band.
Every song fills me with special
loathing. Hearing G. Downie's belt-
sander of a voice makes me chew
my teeth. With that being said,
"Wheat Kings" inlicts the least
amount of pain on my person. My
heart only half-way sinks to my
bowels, and I only want to drill one
of my ears away. It is an "okay"
song. God, what have I done?
The basketball game was for
free, and The Toronto Raptors
won. I let out a false sounding cheer
every time they scored, and when-
ever the other team got two points
0 think it was the Montana team) I
got to yell "You stink!" It was fun to
yell, but it got real old real fast.
My beer experience spans two
years, from grade eleven to OAC
year. I have many funny drinking
stories that I could tell, but the beer-
fueled grade-A-pig of yesteryear
has been put to rest forever. Once, I
videotaped myself throwing up.
That tape is to be passed down to
my children.
Ben Hanis
The Boxer: Oh Danny Boy!
DAVE SMITH
AND DEREK LAJEUNESSE
Cord Entertainment
Picture it... Saturday night. January
24th. The Boxer fiasco begins. To our
utter dismay, the movie was only
playing at the alleged Frederick Mall
or as the sign read " k Mall." If
that didn't tip us off as to the
ambiance of the mall movie theatre,
I don't know what would have. We
finally got to this movie and even
though the ticket price was only
$4.25 we still felt a little ripped off.
The Boxer
Starring: Daniel Day-Lewis,
Emily Watson
Director: Jim Sheridan
Daniel Day-Lewis stars as Danny
Flynn, former IRA member who is
just recently released from prison
after fourteen years. In his war rav-
aged home of Belfast, he meets his
former flame, Maggie.
Maggie (Emily Watson) has man-
aged to survive the turmoil by mar-
rying and then raising a son by
Danny's best friend. Upon his
return, both Danny and Maggie
realize that their love for each other
never ceased; although they soon
come to understand that love in
impossible in their situation.
Did we mention Lewis' character
boxes? Well he does, supporting the
old cliche of male aggression as
vented through sports. Danny
rebuilds the community gym and
tries to unite Protestants and
Catholics through a youth boxing
league. He progresses only so far
before the Catholic thugs start
breathing down his neck, and fur-
ther conflict ensues.
Director Jim Sheridan, who direct-
ed In the Name of the Father, treads
on very similar ground with The
Boxer. He retains his star in a simi-
lar story but he fails to capture the
same passion as his previous film.
While, In the Name of the Father
burned with a white hot intensity,
this one seems as flaccid as a wet
noodle. It tries to be a big, significant
social commentary, but ends up
leaving the viewer cold.
We begin to doubt the intentions
of the characters and the direction
of the script. For instance, we're
never quite sure about Danny's sud-
den rise up the boxing ladder, and
why boxing is so important to his
existence. By the time the charac-
ters are developed enough for you to
care about them, the movie's over.
Also, the characters themselves
are stereotypical. The actors can't
be faulted as Emily Watson is grip-
ping as Maggie and Daniel Day-
Lewis is good too. Well, he should be
good; he's done this role like fifty
times before.
The major fault of the film, how-
ever, is that it is very slow going in
the beginning. The viewer keeps
expecting a scene of some magni-
tude, but nothing really happens
until the second half. Excluding the
last half hour, The Boxer is pretty
lame and forgettable.
FILE
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Holding on to love.
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New seats and much more
for the Centre in the Square
MAUREEN SAINSBURY
Cord Entertainment
At 4:15, Thursday January 22,
Valerie Hoag, Chairman of the Board
of Directors of the Centre in the
Square announced to members of
the press and dignitaries from the
community that the Centre has
been given the gift of $5,000,000
over the course of five years. The
donation was made by the VVoemer
family of Automation Tooling
Systems.
Hoag said of the gift, "The
amount ofthis donation is unprece-
dented. It represents the single
latest gift ever in the region." The
Centre plans on using some of the
funds to refurbish the Raffi
Armenian Theatre including new
seats, curtains and banners. The
new seats will most certainly be
welcome.
The Woerner family have given
to the community in the past.
"The amount
of this
donation is un-
precedented."
Donations have been made to such
fine institutions as Laurier, O of W,
Cones toga College and various hos-
pitals to the area amongst others.
Mr, Woerner explained that the
donation to The Centre in the
Square had been made because "I
would like to see the cultural life in
the community preserved and
enhanced." This donation unlike
the one given to the O'Keefe Centre
doesn't require anything from The
Centre, so the name will remain.
The Centre has been the site of,
and thanks to this donation, will
continue to be the site of operas,
symphonies, and many other
events. Housed within the same
complex and as such also reaping
the benefits of this gift is the
Kitchener/Waterloo Art Gallery.
Thanks to this gift the
Kitchener/Waterloo area will most
likely be host to many high calibre
performances in the arts. And with
the comfy seats we will be able to
enjoy them even more.
It's Blue Rodeo
KATHERINE HARDING
Cord Entertainment
The audience was immediately
"Head over Heels" for Blue Rodeo
when they began their concert this
past Wednesday, with that titled
tune.
Complete with psychedelic stag-
ing, including lava lamps, Blue
Rodeo delivered an energetic and
memorable show to a packed house
at Centre in the Square.
In typical form, lead singers Jim
Cuddy and Greg Keelor bantered
with the audience like they were
talking to a close group of friends.
Their singing was equally intimate.
Band members Bazil Donovan
(bass) and James Gray (keyboard/
accordion) also managed to steal
the spotlight several times with their
amusing on stage antics. Grays abil-
ity to play several instruments with-
out missing a beat was incredible.
While Blue Rodeo was in
Kitchener only one night as part of
their cross country tour to promote
their new alburn Tremolo, the con-
cert managed to cover the vast col-
lection of their songs. A collection
that began in the early 80s with
their debutrelease "Outskirts."
The majority of their two and
half hour long play list was extract-
ed from their spectacular 5 Days in
July released in 1993. Keelor's
haunting performance of "Dark
Angel" was simply moving.
They ended their concert wih an
encore that included something
new, "Falling Down Blues" and
something old, the always popular
"Lost Together."
If Blue Rodeo proved anything
last Wednesday night, it is that their
brand of music has no expiry date.
They have become a timeless and
valuable Canadian treasure.
Hey guys, over here! Blue Rodeo
looks up to their audience.
RLE
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Put Your Education to Work!
Sheridan leads to career opportunities. Whether you're a postsecondary graduate, or seek a career
change and meet a specific experience level, you may entera Sheridan advanced-level program or
enter directly into a program's second year ofstudy. Geta head start in your career!
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ApplyNow to OurProfessional Programs:
• Art andArt History (Joint • Early Childhood Education - * Library and Information
program ws\ Erindale College) Intensive May start available Technician ;: 112
• Computer Animation January • Educational Assistant • Logistics fi
v startavailable. A full fee program. Januarystart available - • Risk Management{parttimejl"
• Computer Animation- « Environmental Control • Sports Injury Management
Technical Directort January start available • Systems Analyst
• Computer Graphics ￿ Hinpn Resource • Theatre and Drama Studies
• Computer Science Management (Joint program/Erindale College)
• Hup
mnunications Administration Management
• Crafts and Design • Interdisciplinary Arts* With the exception of ECE-Intensive,
Wori<Br • International Business trhesep,oBram8 v«ll Coffered
• Digital Media for Architects * Journalism-Internet, Print subject to approval by the Ministry
and Designerst and Broadcast* of Education and Training. ....
Contact Sheridan Today: 0 >'
Email Your Bequest: infosheridan@sheridanc.on.ca Fax: (905)815-4025
Receive Information fayPhone: (905) 849-2800
Regular updates available on the Web: http://www.sheridanc.on.ca
Application forms and program Calendars are available at Sheridan College.
fik |Visit the Trafalgar Road Campus at 1430 Trafalgar Road, Oakville, or the Davis Campus, !■
SteelesAvenue and McLaughlin Road, Brampton. tjnpwina ivr
F5 £. 112 112 I I • • n m < • niliiliniimilirnn 11 li™^MMianiBenefit from our Leadership in Career college
BHB No one took
I Tim's dream;
ft, J-, GREGG corini i«lv
I FAMILY ' •
CHIROPRACTIC HIS StOiy
Dr. James W. Gregg, D C |>||0
| 4-255 King Street North fIPW Wlltpr(at University) ■ »Vf¥ . ¥¥■ IMC?I
?
- ftgfc
save us aIPPHONE: 885 L I F E w
(5 4 3 3) AI *#■ r|r| iaa ;«I • Students 50% off wWln Ilw Ivw
• Dr. Gregg is a U/Sfh thai WI.L Alumni 1
• Leave \ our other
Chiropractor at Home? Vwlll wlO «
• Hcadaches. stress, neck But he knew tt was true. He knew It was
and back pain you, you ripe plucky wahoo.
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CORDARTS proudly presents
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and the fruit fell Impotent to the dirt.
r
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"
the gentle arcing grape penultimate The presentslodged with mathematic precision ; imK^^:
between her gently arcing breasts. JB6 If'( ) '1X1(1 ICS
Four" mixed media hv
As I loosed my final projectile w Cn7/v 4 112 /v T rr ir
I closed my eyes, O 11 /i V I Iv X V I I \
hefted the weight
of the fruit in mv grasp . _
January 26 - February 14. 1998once, 7 7
remembered the mark, , afg cordially mvlled ,0 aUend
and tossed... a recepnon fol- i/ !e artist on
Thursday. January 29. 3-4pm
•••
First Floor An d Centre
I woke in a grove u^°ne p*^ 27-!n 7Gallery Hours: Monday - Friday 10am - 7pmapple trees,
_
Saturday 10 am - spm
the taste of grapes still on my lips. Free Admission
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workshop begins rues. February 3/98 from Excellent Extra Income Now! apartment, call Sue at 725-3490 or Michellc Time Constraints!!
Daytona Beach - Spring Break 4:30-6:30 p.m. There wil] be 6 sessions in Envelope Stuffing - S6OO-SBOO every week. at 725-9323. $327/month. Writer's block? Can't find the words or the
Lowest price and largest trip on campus. all. For more information and registration, Free Details: SASE to right research materials you need? We can
From $99/ quint Hotel only and $249 Bus please call Gladys at ext. 2338atWLU. International Inc. Awesome Rental! help! WRITE: Custom Essay Service, 4
and Hotel. BOOK NOW! Special Limited ||| , EtUtDf /}YM£tST 1375Coney Lsland Ave. Just steps from WLU. 3 bedroom apart- Collier
St., Suite 201, Toronto, ON M4W IL7
Time offer! Call Todd at Thames Travel 1- ' Brooklyn, New York 11230 ment. Newly renovated. Parking and laun- CALL: 416-960-9042 FAX. 416-960-0240.
800-962-8262 Book 15 Friends. GO FREE! Instructor/Guard Positions tifiJinftfiif'riP'i* dry facilities included. Sept. to Sept. lease,
The Waterloo Recreation Complex is cur- ' P| ' $350/month per person (utilities included). GuitarLessons
Spring Break rently recruiting for March 1998 and/or Do you like Public Speaking? Call 886-2971. K-W Central. GuelphAVeber area. Micheal
Panama City, Daytona Beach, Florida, Best September 1998 sessions. Potential appli- Teaching? Being Creative? Promoting and — Bennett, RCM affiliate teacher, B.A. in
Oceanfront Hotels/Condos. Lowest Prices cants with current Instructors, NLS, CPR Organizing Events?You could be hired as a 4 Bedroom Sublet Music. Beginners to Advanced, all styles,
Guaranteed! 1-888-750-4SUN Basic Rescuer and First Aid qualifications volunteer Peer Learning Assistant for the Minutes walk to WLU. Includes washer, day and evening classes. Call 576-6881
will be screened one month prior to start Study Skills Program. Duties include pre- dryer (non coin), stove, fridge, deck, park- —
Chronic Fatigue Sufferers dates above. Application forms may be sentation of workshops and/or one-on-one ing, and spacious bedrooms. $150 month Tweed Music
The next meeting of the Waterloo picked up at the Waterloo Recreation consultation with students. For more infor- utilities included. Call Tina or Deb 886- Piano lessons at reasonable rates. Students
Wellington Myalgic Encephalomyelitis Complex or Human Resources at City Hail. mation and an application form, contact: 0637. of all ages and abilities welcome. Central
Assoc. will be held on Tuesday February 24 Counselling Services 884-1970 ext. 2338. Wtloo location 741-9163.Please quote ad.
at 185 King St. in Waterloo. Friends and International Languages Application Deadline: February 13/98. One - 3 Bedroom Private •• . QEQCfitfAl C
family welcome. Please call 623-3207 for Earn $1000 to $5000 per month part-time, Apartment close to WLU, equipped kitchen,
more information. working from home. No experience neces- LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE PREP new carpet, free W/D all utilities included in Male Student Seeks Companion
sary. Full training. Call Mr. Thompson (416) Spring/summer classes are forming now. rent. Parking. One year lease May 1/98. Call Are there any other males at Laurier whom
Healthy Lifestyles Seminars 631-3581. Courses range from 20 to 80 hours and 416-491-1370. (Student House) $340 like me sit in the caf. and watch the "boy
Plan to attend this upcoming seminar on start at $195. Subscribe to our FREE law month per person. meets girl" drama unfold around them?
topics relating to student health. "Losing Looking for Employment? school bound email newsletter at Wishing that just once another guy would
Weight or Losing Perspective" Feb 5/98. The 1998 Canadian Student Employment learn@prep.com/l-800-410-PREP. One - Large 4 Bedroom catch your eye and give you a smile. Email
The seminar will be held in the Paul Martin Guide contains over 800 employers. Now Apartment close to WLU, equipped kitchen, Jhonnie@hotmail.com. (confidentiality
Centre from 4:30-6:00p.m. Call ext.2338 for available at the University Bookstore, or call TRAVEL - Teach English free laundry facilities, parking. Utilities expected and assured).
more information. (416) 971-5090 Internet: http://www.stu- 5 day/40 hr (March 4 - London, June 24 - included in rent.One year lease May lst/98. —
dentjobs.com Guelph) TESOL teacher certification course- Call 416-491-1370. (Student House) $350 MOLSON CANADIAN ROCKS
Food Allergies and Asthma (or by correspondence). I,ooo's of jobs per monthper student. BEACH BASH @ Bingemans. Last chance to
Plan to attend the following FREE educa- Management Positions available NOW. FREE information package, qualify this Friday! Last weeks winners
tional sessions. The first session which Earn $7000-10,000 managing your own toll free 1-888-270-2941 Bachelor Apartment include~Amy Nelson, Kevin Weaver, Jamie
deals with food allergies and prevention is business this summer. ACTION: the student Close to WLU, equipped kitchen, bed sitting Pollack, Brad Mowatt Alita Melanson
Thurs., Jan 29/98 from 7:00-9:00 p.m. The window cleaning team is looking for hard You Too Can Be A Big Sister Volunteer! room, private bathroom with shower. All Congratulations!
second session on asthma and its treat- working and energetic individuals to oper- Ask about our short term match program utilities included in rent. $395.00/month.
ments will be on Febll/98 from 7:00-9:00 ate franchises throughout Ontario. It is an created for university students. Call 743- Available Sept 1A)8. Call 416-491-1370. Big weekend upstairs on the Rooftop!
p.m. For more info, call 883-2003 ext. 5325 excellent opportunity to build your resume 5206 and ask about our one day training Friday Night Your chance in the Molson
and gain valuable business experience. Get sessions. Student Housing Canadian Turret Cup ShootoutWin 2 pairs
Communication Skills Workshop that competitive edge over your fellow 5 Bedroom, 2 Baths, utilities included, laun- of Leaf Box Seats!!!
Communicating Assertively can help you be graduates. For more info, call 1-800-268- i:. x-S.•' '• dry, parking, furnished, freshly painted, gas
a more confident communicator. The 4248 or visit our booth in the concourse. 3+4+5+6+7+9 Bedroom Houses Available fireplace, minutes to Laurier. 157 King. Then on Saturday—its chaos! Powder
— For rent. All include laundry and parking Available January Ist. 4 month term. Call Puffers meetTurret Cup Boys!
a | |HMi | I I and are wellkept. For viewing call Mark or Haney Realty Inc. 669-4646.fl I |J f— |\| i || JI J | r James 574-2064 or at work 571-7733 or Get your Tony Lee XXX Hypnosis Saturday
i
®
24hr pager 241-2985. Rent Now! February 7th.Tickets now at the C-
FAMILY RESTAURANTS For the 1998/99 School year. Prime, SpotTheyll go fast Last year we sold out by
ft ft ft ft A ft ft ft House for Rent or For Sale Spruce street location. 4or 5 bedroom Friday! Gefm quick!
JrjLIS 0111 _BjL b I 243 Hemlock Street., 5 Bedroom house, 5 units. Laundry, parking, licensed, 12 month
( V ft bedrooms available, 1 minute from WLU 10 lease. Call Dave: 747-4481. Friday February 6th_.Ya'we know they stink
S A urn minute from U of W. Laundry facilities but don't miss RAPTOR TICKET shootout
Iff CelCeNv ifMltlr available, 12 month lease from Septl/98 to lAM LOOKING FOR A HOME @Molsons Extreme Fun Fridays.™ W Aug3l/99. Call Chris Kerrigan 1-800-844- To rent for up to one year beginning April
7906 or 416-520-4389. or May 1998. Please Contact George R. Happy "you know what" M.
9 g Raithby at 886-8435. (885-4472 Evenings).
•# iVV (SAT. 1SUN 9am-2pm) Two Housemates Needed I :p. '• CLASSIFl EDS
There will be third year girls looking for Fl/ff a*** ; RATES
Includes: bacon, sausage, eggs, lasagna, tw<) housemates to fill an awesome 5 bed- Skis and Bindings
homefries, pancakes, room house. Spruce Street location (7min. 2 pair Atomic 185cm, 2 pair 205 cm,sbind- STUDENTS^
waffles frenchtoast croissants walk) Lease runs from Sept 98 to Aug 99. ings,sso-$l 50.Phone 884-3720; 2-4pm 30 WOrdS Of IeSS' '
,
' Call Chris at 747-5918 if interested! Monday-Thursday. $5
danish, salads, fresh fruit, bagels 31 60 words $8
and much more... 101 Albert street ; each word over 60 - .10
J~~ """"™" "™" ~™ ~"""mm —— """" ~~ ~" """" —™" ~~ Two 4th year girls looking for 2 roommates BROCKYARD RECORDING STUDIO
| tV ft I 12171IktAll I May 98-99. Great apartment overlooking 16 Track digital. Excellent mikes and gear. NON-STUDENTSI
B Y* P|\y [)|(/|| | Waterloo park. Full bathroom, equipped Drum Room. Demos, CDs, CDR, 30 WOrdS Or IeSS
| BUY ONE WEEKEND BRUNCH AT I kitchen, laundry facilities, deck. 5 minutes Duplication, $25/hr. 744-9907 to book time $7
to WLU, 5 minutes to downtown, 10 min- or to arrange a tour. 31-60 words - $10
I $7.99 AND GET ONE FREE! I u'es to uw. Excellent landlord, spacious each word over 60 - .10
! Valid Sat. & Sun. 9am-2pm j I .y. y SEMHJISPLAY ADS:
I 1 NEW GLASSES, OPTICAL .prices include GST
88K liifll L.L.8.0 VISIT ■jJUODBUBEuBBuBS! Placement forms are available in the
Ample free parking wheel chair accessible . j— j 7 CMre°
fSe-^oraersh°an caii"ssl
10% Senior Discount Free Toys for Kids Complete eyeglass (AAAIj s«°o w9?ll£nF 5 °rd *"sca" M
PQCKGPOS from 31111VV Cash required In advance for all student
(inclucJeS fmme
<
sin9le vision plastic g g orders formore
' enses/ strakh resistant coating) ™ than five issues.
1 TTr Deadline for placements or cancella--255 King St. N.(at University) Waterloo SBS-0411 tions is Tuesday at 12m p.m.
